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VV hat One Man Has Done in
Eighteen Years.
To any man or woman wherever situI ated, or whatever may be the rush of
! business or other things to hold their
come memories
; atteution, there always
of their youthful days, recollections of
I

home,

associations

or

surroundiugs

; which touch a spot in the heart not
readied by other influences. To those
who have grown to manhood and womanthe old things,
hoo<l and have stood
jI the old friends, the by
old surroundings,
even stronger,
are
which
bind
ties
these
:
ami there seems to be no place like the
old state ami tbe old home.
I bus it is that both the progressive,
happy, social residents of Oxfonl County
and those who have gone from her hills
in former years speak proudly of their
home country, boast of her rugged
mountains and picturesque lakes, her
streams and fertile valleys and revel in
! the present pleasure of her bracing at| mosphere or in the memory of like enI jovuients in days gone by.
liere one may ride by rail or otherwise and wonder what new touch of
1
scenery Nature will present at the next
turn of the road for the panorama is
ever chauginc and the eye may beheld
some fertile valley
; by the charm of
where winds a stream between the elmlined hanks only to turn in the opposite
direction and be awed by the grandeur
Mountains or their footI of the White
but
; hills, the former many miles away
seemingly near at hand.
noted
and
There are many picturesque
(towns in Oxford County but perhaps
none has won more fame for a town of
its size or been more noted for its quaint
than Paris.
; attractiveness
South l*aris, the leading railroad station of the township, is now the seat of
the couuty buildings erected but a few
but
years ago and a credit to any county;
these headquarters were, up to about
: ten years ago, at Paris Hill, where the
primitive old jail still stands, and right
here comes in our story proper. Eighteen years ago Mr. Austin P. Stearns
completed his four years'duties as deputy sheriff and sheriff of the county and,
a young mau, turned his attention
I still
to the soil as a means of livelihood.
I
He commenced by purchasing the
farm once owned by General Hubbard,
who erected the buildings on the property on his return from Congress in 1810.
The house itself, a large, substantial
brick building, still stands, apparently
as good as new, but the other buildings
j
have been replaced. Since buyiug the
farm Mr. Stearns has erected a 110-foot
barn, a sap house ami a storehouse. At
that time the farm of 100 acres boasted
a possible crop of S tons of hay, enough
for a horse and cow, and also several
hundred apple trees, most of thetu bearing natural fruit, and all growiug in
rocky tields.
Now Mr. Stearns' average hay crop is
100 tons cut from some 40 acres of laud
cleared by him from rocks, trees ami
stone walls and cut by machine.
It is one of the foremost theories in
the miud of this wideawake business
farmer that, in spite of the fact that this
it
property is classed as a "hay farm,"too
doesn't pay tor any man to make
much of a speciality of auy one thing.
His reasons are good, his argument beor
ing that one kind of farm produce
salable goods may fail, while it is praclines
tically impossible for all of several
to be unprofitable at the same time.
The scattering apple trees which were
t«»ok
on the property when Mr. Stearns
grafted
possession have nearly all been varieties
over and new ones of standard

Democrat.

Oxford

pay, so took to politics. To-day it ie a
different thing—this business of farm
work—from what it was a half century
ago. It calls for more study and pays
better profits, besides being more educative and broadening.
This is the story of the success one
man has acieved in 18 years, and now, at
middle age, he is taking solid comfort
with his wife and five children up there
Nowhere ie the air
on the Paris hills.
more bracing, nowhere is the scenery
more attractive than at this spot, where
the eye can take in the wide sweep to the
south, west ami north, and then turn
for inspiration to the grand old mountains of western Maine, surpassed only
by the peaks of Mt. Washington, Mt.
Adams, and Mt. Jefferson towering 50
miles away on New Hampshire soil.
Their majestic splendor is rivalled only
by the calm beauty of the intervening
valleys and meadow.
Here in near touch by mail and telephone to the outside world, he can seek
the best in life, and, reader, what more
is life than always to be moving upward
physically, mentally and morally?
We hope soon to learn more about the
methods of feeding and cultivation employed by Mr. Stearns and we hope also
to present the story of success attained
by other farmers. While he is always
ready to help others he is also glad to
get points for his own use. If in our
columns wo can by such methods as this
awaken deeper enthusiasm and cultivate
a tendency for the interchange of ideas
for mutual help, our purpose will be
served.—Maine Farmer.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Lorenz." she said, turning to Lorry.
"I was wrong, but 1 am willing to
pay the penalty. My love for Lorena
That
was greater than my discretion.
Is my only excuse, but it is one you

Γ1ΙΕ GUESSING OF ANGUISH.

startling assertion created α
fresh sensation. Sensations bad
come so thick and so fast, how-

TIIE

should not accept," said Mizrox, as
coolly as if announcing the time of day.
Lorry looked first at him and then at
the princess, bewildered and uncertain.
"I have no ill will against you, my
lord duke. Release him from his bond,

ever, that they seemed compo-

nent

parts of

one

grand, bewildering

climax. The new actor in the drama
held the center of the stage undisputed.
"Harry!" cried Lorry.
"Prince Gabriel, why do you shake
like a leuf? Is it because you know
what I am going to sayV" exclaimed
Augulsh. pointing hie finger accusingly
at the astonished Prince of Daweber-

your

highness."

"Gladly, since you refuse to bold him
to his oath," she said.
"I am under an eternal obligation to
I shall
you, sir, for your leniency, and
ever revere the princess who pardons
so graciously the gravest error."
Yetive begged Bolaroz to continue to
make the court his home while in Grau·

gen.
GabHel's Hps parted, but nothing
Inmore than a gasp escaped them.
voluntarily his eyes sought the door,
then the windows, the peculiar, uncontrollable look of the bunted coming in-

Things Injurious to Hogs.
Ther«*are a number of common things
not usually suspected of being injurious
bis gaze to
that are in reality fraught with danger to them. Bolaroz allowed
and
to swine, says the Farmer's Review. leap instantly to that pallid face,
While, for instance, salt may be given to every eye in the room followed. Yetlve
hogs in fair quantities with impunity was standing again, her face glowing.
and the same may be said of saltpeter, it
"An accomplice has confessed all. I

stark, and the old prince responded
with the declaration that he would remain long enough to sign and approve
the new covenant at least Before step-

In
ping from the throne Yetive called
low tones to Lorry, a pretty flush mantling her cheek:

is a fact that brine proves deadly when
have the word of the man who saw
"Will you come to me In half an
thrown into the swill barrel or kitchen
the crime committed. I charge Prince
MAINS.
BSTIIKL,
The exact reason for this is unhour?"
slop.
his
of
murder
the
highPark.
with
CUllery
Gabriel
Herrtck.
A ldlnon K.
known, but there is something deadly
"For my reward?" he asked eagerly.
about the combination that surely sets ness Prince Lorenz."
"Ach!" she cried softly, reprovingly.
1 »HN S. HARLOW,
his
threw
Gabriel
a
With
fatal
groan
up intiammaiion of the bowele and
Count Halfont's face took on a troufortottered
and
kitchen
heart
of
his
hands to
enteritis. This is also true
Attorney at Law,
be caught the swift
slop iu some instances. In the old days ward, glaring at the merciless face of bled expression as
MAINK.
D1IIT1KLD,
feed
to
communication in their eyes. After all,
custom
it was a noninjurious
the accuser.
dishwater to swine, but of late, since
"Confessed! Betrayed!" he faltered. ; she was α princess.
i'I.AYTOX K. BROOKS,
soap powders came into such general Then he whirled like a maniac upon
She passed from the room beside
use, this cannot be done with impunity
"Vile Haifont, proud and happy in the vichis little coterie of followers.
Attorney at Law.
and indeed has often led to the most
"I will drink tory over despair, glorying in the exhe shrieked.
Notary Public.
fatal results. Hotel and restaurant swill traitor!"
posure of her heart to the world, her
MAINE.
is the most dangerous and those who your heart's blood!"
SOUTH PARIS,
With a howl he leaped toward one blood tingling and dancing with the
remove refuse from such places should
attenCollections receive my prompt per-onal
Analways make sure that soap powders are of the men. a dark faced nobleman Joys of anticipation. Lorry and
tion
The importance of so doing named Berrowag. The latter evaded guish, the wonder and admiration of
licit, iitan.es made day claim Is paid.
not used.
All matters reported on promptly.
is emphasized by the fact that we have him and rushed toward the door, cry- ! all, were given α short but^bonvincing
known of several deadly outbreaks of
levee in the hallway. Lords and laIng:
so-called cholera or swine plague which
"It is α lie, α lie! He has tricked dies praised and lauded them, overproved to be euteritis, due to the poison you! I did not confess!"
whelming them with the homage that
in city swill. We note, too, that an
Veterinary Surgeon,
The prince was seized by hie friends, conies to the brave. But Gaspon utclaims that the water in
writer
English
South Pari·,
Telephone.
A peculiar tered one wish that struck Lorry's
which potatoes have been boiled is quite struggling and cursing.
Office ail· Re-ldence,
of Ice.
Maine.
π Mt>eh street.
injurious to young pi^s. The potato smile lit up the face of Harry Anguish. warm, leaping heart like a piece
"Would to God that you were a
"I repeat, lie is the assassin!"
belongs to the order Solanacea; and coniOXMI»8I01(XSV NOTICE.
tains an active poison known as Solanin.
Gabriel broke from the detaining prince of the realm," said the minister
This is largely found in the skins of sun- hands and, drawing a revolver, rushed of finance, a look of regret and longOXFORD, *s:
July 21, A. D. 1903.
greened potatoes and these should be for the door.
ing In his eyes. That wish of Gaepon's
We, the undersigned, havlo^ been duly apavoided as food for man and beast alike.
K. Herrtck,
Addison
"Out of the way! I will not be taken | sent Lorry away with the sharp steel
the
Honorable
polnted
also makes a statement
writer
This
sal
Count»,
and
for
within
Ju<l|CCof Probate
alive!"
of desolation torturing intensely as it
which is uew to us in some respects,
(..π ids-loner* to receive and decide upon the
of
Allode met him at the curtains and drove deeper and deeper the reawakclaim* of the creditors of Rufus Hryant late
but possibly true. He says: "Milk in
Hartford lu said County, decease»!, whose estate
grasped him in his powerful arms. ened pangs of uncertainty. There still
one stage of putrefaction is exceedingly
ha* lieen represented Insolvent, hereby (five pubthe remained the fatal distance between
lic n· tlce agreeably, to the order of the said
dangerous. Sot ordinary sour milk— Baron Dangloss and others tearing
Judge of robate,'that six month, from and
this is one of the best foods—but when
hi m and tûe object of his heart's decredsaid
to
/
r—r—TT—„imm
\ |
after -lu ν 21st have been allowed
skim milk is kept in bulk there comes a
sire.
itor* to present and prove their claims, and that
time when milk sugar develops oxalic
attendu» the duty assigned u- at the nHIce
we wl
He accompanied Captain Quinnox to
is
Brldwham In Ruckti>-ld on Mondav
of Titoelements
chief
whose
of
acid
(one
his quarters, where he made himself
AuKU-t .'4th next and on Monday September 7th
manlike
in
fermentation
while
each
sugar),
of
next at ten of the clock In the forenoon
presentable before starting for the enner develops a form of alcohol, the comchanted apartment in the far end of
bination of raw spirit and a powerful
v.
the castle. Love and fear combined to
acid proving very deadly, even a small
give him strength; from his eyes fled
quantity generally causing death almost
We do not at this writing
the hopeless look, from his bruin the
directly."
NOTICE.
know that the assertions made here
from his blood the chill.
doubt,
about oxalic acid, etc., are correct but it
"Quinnox, give me your hand; don't
stinkfrom
is
a
that
sour,
fact
old,
Parle—(ientieof
Town
slop
Τ·· tu.· selcctmcn of the
mlud the blood! You have been my
men
ing swill barrels does prove injurious,
friend, and you have served her alTin undet -Igné·ι < Itlzens Telephone Company
owners do not usually attribute
although
le Irlng to extend Its lines 1" the t -wit of l'art-»,
I injured and
most to the death.
the trouble to this cause. Another very
respectfully petitions * our honorable ''oapl for
erect It»
would have killed you in that cell, but
a written perm:t to construct Its lines,
common source of danger is medicine.
t>· e-, and -tretch Its wired and cahier for a ! Its
it was not in anger. Will you be my
t'urtioses > pon and along the following name·!
friend in all that Is to follow?"
Suggestions Regarding Insecticides.
lilghwavs and public roads aud ntn-ete of «al l
The said po'e* to be erected under the
town
"She has said that she loves you,"
supervMon of »ueh officer» a* said town in.iy set until over 2,000 are now growing on
the captain, returning the hand
AI. I'OIsaid
Κ
NIC
HS
NON-A
AND
,te.
ARSENICAL
ile-lgti
well cleared land. From this big orchard
'lie *ol "Wing are the street·» ami hUhways
clasp. "I am at your service as well
80N8.
Pleasant Street, Market
ai ve r· fer red to:
the owner is just beginning to get good
as hers."
150
line; skilllnirs Avenue ami
Njuareto Nurwa
returns, last year's shipments being
w.-t.-rn Xvenue. Usry Street. Λ Iplne Street and
A few moments later Lorry was in
tinds the foreign
Stearns
Mr.
barrels.
conParle
Pari*
t<«
Hill;
standard
is
south
the
ImM Koad;
poison
Paris green
her presence. What was said or done
markets most profitable.
street and Highland Street; Mill Street,
brands
are
There
arsenic.
many
taining
• ark. street aud Uo'hlc Street.
Besides the fruit, the crop of grain in the market, none of which according
during the half hour that passed beR L. CUM MINGS. 1
this
averages ;JUO bushels, their being
tween his entrance and the moment
1 Director* Cltlxene
J. F. I'Ll'VMKK,
to our experience aro deficient in arseoats and 5 given to
X. H. I A< KsoN.
f Tel. an·I Tel. Co.
year S acres sown to
that brought tliein side by side from
nic. As some brands contain uncombinF. Λ. slll Kl'l EFF.J
corn and potatoes.
ed arseniotis acid, freshly slacked lime
the room need not be told. That the
South l'arle. Auk- let, l'Afl.
i
Although he is milking 14 cows the should always be applied with the Paris
Interview had had its serious side was
farm found it more
of
this
Bordeaux
with
proprietor
green unless it is used
Allude met him (it Ute curtains and plain. The troubled, anxious eyes of
rtug. i*».
to do without a separator so
exis
more
lead
of
Arsenate
arm».
profitable
mixture.
granped him in hie powerful
I'Ihio the foregoing petition, ordered that pubthe girl and the rebellious, dogged air
cream by the oooling prothan Paris green but adheres
IV- novce thereof I* given by posting or printed I handles his
collected pensive
from his hand. .The utmost of the man told of a conflict now only
weapon
cess. all of this product being
arse•:·>t»l β of thle petition with thU orue' thereon.
of
Four
to
better
pounds
foliage.
a
il notice to lie at least 14 day β before the il
confusion reigned—'women screaming, In abeyance.
by the Portland Creamery Co., having
nate of lead carries about the same
'lav of August. A. 1». 1903, on'which "lav at 2
at South Paris, where 24c per amount of arsenic as one
Paris men shouting—and above all could be
branch
of
office
"I will never give you up," he said
Selectmen's
at
the
'he
afternoon
pound
4
for butterfat is recei red. The
In «.tfi town, a public hearing will be held, when
of the accused prince. as they came from the door. A wisthowls
the
heard
pound
for June from green.
the residents ami owners of property upon the
"Let me go! Curse you! Curse you! ful gleam flickered In her eyes, but she
; record of 2,200 pounds
Full directions for using Paris green
highways, town waye ami street* to be affecte I this farm was the best on the entire route
and arsenate of lead for potatoes or or- I will not surrender! Let me kill that did not respond in words.
therebv ami all other persons Interested shall
to sh«>w cause why e icb ! of the creamery.
to
have full
chards will be sent upon application
opportunity
Let me at him!" Berrowag
traitor!
Near the head of the etalrway an anipenult should not i>e grauted
Mr. Stearns keeps a careful debt and the Station.
Anil we. the sahl Selectmen, endorse thereon
had been seized by willing hands, and mated group of persons lingered. Harfarmer should,
as
on
I
account,
every
credit
the
of
iusecticides
than
tl it no personal notice or other notice
There are a number
of
the two men glared at each other, one ry Anguish was In the center, and the
aisjve I» necessary to be given by the petitioners • and can tell you readily the amount
the market, such as Black Death, Dead
t'the resident* aitd owners of property to be
item. To secure cream production Shot, English Bug Compound, Ham- crazy with rage, the other shrinking Countess Daginar was directly in front
any
affected therebv.
meal
he feeds generously of cottonseed
of him, looking up with sparkling eyes
mond's Slug Shot, Kno-bug and Quick with fear.
FRANKLIN MAXIM.)
J Selectmen. which costs $28 per ton and which, by his
Dangloss and Allode half carried, and parted lips. The Count and CountDeath that depend upon arsenic for their
is
finds
he
)
H. D. HAMMOND,
loss,
and
system of profit
value as insecticides. These consist half dragged the prince forward. As ess Hal font, Gaspon, the Baron Danworth at least $12 per ton in tht increas- chiefly of Paris green (2 to 4 per cent,) he neured Bolaroz and the princess he
gloss, the Duke of Mizrox, with other
or
as
fertilizer,
manure
of
the
ed value
mixed with plaster, coal dust, or some collapsed and became a trembling, ladies and gentlemen, were being enPetition fir Discharg".
food.
An- tertained
plant
other "filler" and for practical purposes moaning suppliant for mercy.
In the matter of
)
by tbe gay spirited stranger.
Of course he has a silo, the dimensions
be regarded as badly adulterated
C Η Λ RI. KS Κ. BKSNETT. Jin Bankruptcy.
accusation had struck home.
"Here he comes," cried the latter ae
built himself, may
guish's
he
This
is
10x15*22.
Bankrupt. )
cost
Their
being
Paris green.
per pound
"Prince Bolaroz, I trust you will not he caught sight of the approaching
Τι the Hon. Clakknce H«lk. Judge of the
the timber being got out on the farm considerably less than that of a pure
Dtotrict court of the Unite·! State-ι for the
If the Princess Yetive substi- couple.
silo costing ?ΰβ. Mr.
object
the
and
the
completed
carry
but
they
Paris
poison
I'lstrictof Maine:
green
BENNETT of Parle, In the Stearns iinds it wholly indispensible to costs the consumer from 5 to 10 times as tutes the true assassin for the man
/ H ARLKS E.
"I am delighted to see you, Harry.
In
had
County of Oxford, ami State of Maine,
V/
his kiud of farming: he wishes he
much as it would if he were to buy a named In your promise to Graustark," You were the friend in need, old man,"
-i.it'I District, resuectfully represents, that on
his
all
of
make
to
ensilage
room enough
Bolaroz, said
and mix it with,the inert said Anguish dramatically.
the 'tth day of May, last paet, he was duly
Lorry, wringing the other's hand.
he good green
feed for cows. Besides corn fodder
i'lju lged bankrupt under the Act·* of Congrue
materials. While these goods are sel- as if coming from a dream, turned and Yetive gave him her hand, her blue
relating to bankruptcy; that he ha* du'ν sur- puts in green grass and second crop hay dom labelled "Poison" they are, neverknelt iK'fore the throne.
rendered all hie property ami rlirlit* of property,
if a
eyes overflowing.
for ensilage. It is his opinion that
and should be handland iias fully complied with all the requlitjuienls
"Most adorable Yetive." he said, "I
will pay if theless, poisonous
"Mr. Anguish had just begun to tell
and
nf said Xcts'and of the oruer* of Cou>t torching ! dairy farmer has no silo it
kept
ed as carefully as Paris green
and
low
my
I
bow
lay
for
sue
pardon.
bis bankruptcy.
to borrow money at 20 per
how he—bow he"— began Dagmar.
us
animals.
and
of
children
necessary,
out of the way
XV herefore he praye, that he nny be decreed
heart before the truest woman in but
ile has a horse
cent and build one.
all
paused helplessly, looking to him
Death is the only poison in at all open
by the Court to have a full discharge fromsaid
Bug
of
lace
black
mind
the
kissed
the
He
In
world."
cutter.
délits provable agalnet hie eetate under
ensilage
for relief.
use which does not carry arse- the
power
common
and arose. "I. am
liankruptcv Acte, except such debts ae are ex- this progressive farmer it is astrong con- nic.
It isn't very
It consists chiefiy of oxide of hem of her gown
"Go ahead, countess.
lose a
cepted by law from such dischance.
Axpbaln and
viction that Maine agriculturalists
and is a much less dangerous and your friend aud ally.
l>ated thle let day of Augu't, A. D. l'*W.
zinc,
but It's the way I said it. How
more
elegant,
not
hatred
of
growing
with
chance
CHARLES E. BENNETT, Bankrupt.
big profit by
than any that carry arsenic. Graustark will live no more
make a active poison
I 'got next' to Gabriel is what she
From you I have
grain and that they oftentimes
It requires from 35 to 50 pounds of Bug In their hearts.
highness
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
mistake by putting corn into silo entire, Death to do the work of one pound of learned a lesson in justice and con- wants to say. Perhaps your
with I
like to know all about the affair
would
Dihtmctw Maine, β*.
is
because he finds that corn ground
Its cost per pound
*>n this Sth day of August, A. D. 190S. on readIt's very
stancy."
for horses kPari8 green.
that ended so tragically.
oats makes the best of feeds
about one-third that of Paris green.
ing the foregoing petition. It le
corn
Prince Gabriel was raving like a
told." said Anguish.
and cattle and that one pound of
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
quickly
Bulletin 87 of the Maine Experiment
him
hurried
to
officers
D.
A.
is
the
madman as
equal
upon the saine on the Xh day of August.
and cob meal from Maine corn
"I am deeply interested," said the
Station, which discusses these insecti1 ·β, before said Court al Portland. In eald Idsfrom the room. A shout
of western corn meal clear.
cides at considerable length, will be and Berrowag
eagerly.
trlct. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that a pound
princess
oats
and
Its
corn
assembled.
raises
those
from
Mr. Stearns
notice thereof lie published In The Oxford Demsent free to any resident of Maine on went up
"Well, in the first place, it was all a
ocrat, a newspaper printed In eald Dletrlct, and enough yearly to supply, with cottonthe halls, then the garecho,
reaching
In
application.
that all known creditor*, and other persons
bluff," said he coolly.
meal, all hie feed for cattle so his
Chas. D. Woods, Director.
dens, was finally taken up by the waitluterest, may appear nt the said time and place, seed
"A what?" demanded Dagmar.
the credit side
cream checks can go to
and ehow cause, if any they have, why the
3, 1Θ03.
Maine,
masses beyond the gates. The news
Orono,
July
ing
have
"Bluff," responded Harry briefly.
praverof said petitioner"ehould not be «ranted
of his account while too many men
wildfire. Rejoicing such as
like
flew
And It is further « »rdered bv the Court, tha· th«
dealers.
"American patois, dear countess."
The war-swept fields of South Africa
to turn theirs over to their grain
Clerk shall send bv mail to all known creditor*
known shook Edelnever
of
had
befp
are
which
are to be re-stocked -with cattle from
Besides his milch cows,
"In what respect?" asked Lorry, becopies of said petition and thle order, addrcsee»!
on the mountain
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Abortion Prevented

made up my mind to denounce him
suddenly if I bad the chance, risking
failure, but hoping for such an exhibl·
tlon ns that which you saw. It was
clear to me that he had an accomplice
to stand guard while he did the stab*
blng, but I did not dream it was Ber·

Lorry's sensational appearrowag.
ance. when I believed him to be far
away from here, disturbed me greatly,
but it made it all the more necessary
that I should take the risk with Gabriel. As I watched him I became absolutely convinced of his guilt The
only wny to accuse him was to do it
boldly and thoroughly: so I rang in the

accomplice and the witness features.
You all know how the 'blufT worked."
"And you had no more proof than
this?" asked Dangloss weakly.

"That's all," laughed the delighted

strategist.

Duugloss stared at him for a moment,
then threw up his hands and walked
away, sliukiiig his head, jvhether in
stupciicd admiration or utter disbelief
no one knew. The others covered Anguish with compliments, and he was
more than ever the hero of the day.
8uch confidence paralyzed the people.
The only one who was not overcome
with astonishment was his countryman.

"You did It well," he said in an undertone to Anguish—"devilish well!"
"You might at least say I did it to

the queen's taste," growled Anguish

meaningly.

"Well, then, you did," laughed Lorry
CHAPTER XXVII.
ON TIIE BALCONY AGAIN.

THREE

persons In the royal castle of Graustark, worn by the
dread and anxiety of weeks,
fatigued by the sleepless nights
Just past, slumbered through the long
afternoon with the motionless, deathlike sleep of the utterly fagged. Yetive In her darkened bedchamber
dreamed with smiling lips of a tall sol-

dier and a throne on which cobwebs
Grenfall Lorry saw in his

multiplied.

slim soldier with troubled
dreams
face and averted, timid eyes, standing
guard over him with a brave, stiff
buck and chin painfully uplifted. Captain Quinnox dreamed not, for his mind
be
was tranquil in the assurance that
had been forgiven by the princess.
While Lorry slept in the room set
for him Anguish roamed the
a

apart

with a happy faced, slender young
lady into whose ears he poured the
history of a certain affection, from the
tender beginning to the distracting
end, and she smiled and trembled
with delight, closing not her ears
against the sound of his voice nor her
heart to the love that craved admis-

park

sion. They were not dreaming.
After dinner that evening Lorry led
the princess out Into the moonlit night.
The November breezes were soft and
balmy and the shadows deep.
"Let us leave the park to Dagmar
and her hero, to the soldiers and the
musicians," said Yetive. "There is a
broad portico here, with the tenderest
Do you remember a
of memories.
night like this a month or more ago—
the moon, the sentinel and some sorrows? I would again stand where we
stood on that night and again look up
to the moon and the solemn sentinel,
but not as we saw them then, with

prevented.
lrigiy clandestine, and It has been In
spite of ber most righteous objections.
We bave both seen the futility of love,
however strong and pure it may be. I
have hoped, your excellency, and always shall."
"She has confessed her love to yon
privately?" asked Halfont
"Against her will, against ber judg-

ment, sir."
"Then the worst has

come

to

pass,"

the old count Neither spoke
for some time. They were near the
foot of the staircase when Halfont

groaned
paused

grasped

and

Lorry's

arm.

Steadily they looked into each other's

eyes.
"I admire you more than any man
I have ever known," said the count
huskily. "You are the soul of honor,
of courage, of manliness. But you cannot become the husband of a princess
of tiraustark! I need not tell you that,
however. You surely must understand."
"I do understand," said Lorry dizzily. "I am not a prince, as you are
saying over and over ugain to yourIn my land you will find the
self.

poor man climbing to the highest pinnucle side by side with the rich man.
The woman I love is a princess. Until
death destroys tills power to love and
to hope I must say to you that I shall
not consider the Princess Yetive beyond my reach. Frankly, I cannot,
sir."
The count heard him through, unconscious admiration mingling with

the sadness in his eyes.
"There are some obstacles that bravery and perseverance cannot overcome,
my friend," he said slowly. "One of

them is fate."

"As fate is not governed by law or
custom, I have the best reason in the
world to hope," said Lorry, yet mod-

estly.

"I would indeed, sir, that you were
prince of the realm!" fervently cried
the count, and Lorry was struck by the
fact that he repeated, word for word,
the wish Gaspon had uttered some

a

hours before.

chance afforded for reflection and solitude. Voiced came up from below, as
they did on that night five weeks ago,
bringing the laughter and song of hapthe
py hearts. Music swelled through
park from the band gallery; from afar
off came the sounds of revelry. The

people

of

Edelweiss

ι—·

■

»

were

rejoicing

—WW f|

xu un

"I must correct you.

uuui

to be forgotten. The serious wrinkles
faron the brow of Halfont and the
away expression that came frequently
to his eyes revealed the nature of hie
The greateet problem of
thoughts.
them all was still to be solved.
left the room he dropped beAs

they

hind and walked out beside Lorry,
rather timidly detaining him until the
others were some distance ahead.
"You were closeted with the princess
this morning, Mr. Lorry, and perhaps
information I deyou can give me the
sire. She has called a meeting of the

ministers and leadiHg men of the country for tomorrow morning. Do yoa
know why she has issued this rather
unusual call? She did not offer any ex-

to me."
"I am only at liberty to say, your excellency, that It concerns the welfare
of Grauatark," answered the other aft-

planation

moment's thought. They walked
on in Bilence for some distance.
"I am her uncle, sir, but I love her a·
I would love my own child. My life has
been given to her from the day that
her mother, my sister, died. You will
er a

grant

me

the

right

to ask yoa a

plain

General Debility

that feeling of
burden of 1 tieIf.

Day in and out there

is

weakness that makes a
Food does not strengthen.
Sleep does not refresh.
It Is hard to do, hard to bear, what
should be easy,—vitality Is on the ebb, and
the whole system suffers.
For this condition take

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and tone

It vitalizes the blood, gives vigor
and is
to ail the organs and functions,
or
positively unequalled for all run-down
debilitated conditions.
~

Hood'· Wit·

our·

oouaUptiUuu.

3b cent·.

It meana a
"Tomorrow will tell.
jreat deal to both of us. If they will
lot submit, what then?"
"What then, what then?" she mur·
inured faintly.
Across the parade, coming from the
llrection of the fountain, Harry An·
ruish and Dagmar were slowly walking. They were very close together,
ind bis head was bent until it almost
touched hers. As they drew nearer
the dreamy watchers on the balcony

recognized

will object to the plan we have agreed
upon," she went on. "He is sensitive,
and it is possible he will not like the
idea of putting our marriage to the
popular vote of the people."
"I insist, however, that the people be
considered in the matter," said Gaspon.
"In three months' time'the whole nation can say whether it sanctions the

them.

"They

so

are

ibe replied sadly.

of each other,"

sure

revision of our laws of heredity."
"I have no hesitancy in saying that
Graustark already idolizes this brave
American," said Halfont warmly. "He ^
I will vouch
has won her affection.
for it that the whole nation will rise

CHAPTER XXVIII.
TIIE 11 AID OF

OBAUSTABX.
concern,

the
dread of uncertainty marked
the countenances of Qran·
sturk's ministers and her chief
men as they sat in the council chamber on the day following, awaiting the
îppeanince of their princess, at whose

Expectancy,

and cry: 'Long live the princess! Long
live the princes·! Long live the prince
"
consort!'
·······
"Goin' back, I see," said Sltzky, the

:all they were unexpectedly assembled.
All realized an emergency. Not one
In that assembly but had heard the
rlvld, soulful sentence from the throne.
N'ot one but wished in secret as Gaspon
and Ilalfont hud wished in open

guard,

arc

very

happy,"

the unexpected deliverance from
fate ho certain tbat tbe escape seemed barely abort of miraculous.
Every sound, every rustle of the wind

over
a

through the plants that were scattered
over the balcony caused him to look
tov.-ard the door through which she
must come to blm.
At last she appeared, and he hastened to meet her. As be took ber bands
in bis she said softly, dreamily, looking
over his shoulder toward the mountain's crest, "The same fair moon," and

smiled into bis eyes.
"The same fair maid and the same
man," he added. "I believe tbe band is
playing the same air—upon my soul I

do."

"Yes, the fame air, 'La Paloma.' It Is
my lullaby. Come, let us walk. I cannot sit quietly now. Talk to me. Let
me listen and be happy."
Slowly they paced the wide balcony,
through the moonlight and tbe shadows, her band resting on his arm, bis
clasping it gently. Lorry talked but
little, she not at all, and yet they understood each other.
"Why are you so quiet?" he asked at
last, stopping near the rail.
"I cannot tell you why. It seems to
me that I am afraid of you," she answered, a shy quaver In her voice.
"Afraid of me? I don't understand."
"Nor do I. You are not as you were
before this morning. You are differ-

When the princess entered with the
prime minister they narrowly scanned
the face so dear to them. After the

back to

stripes."

greetings she requested them to draw
chairs about the great table. Seating
herself in her accustomed seat, she
over the circle of anxious faces

guish.

and realized, more than at any time In
her young life, that she was frail and
weiik beyond all comparison. How
small she wus to rule over those strong,
How feeble the
wise men of hers.

hand that held the scepter!
"My lords," she said, summoning all
her strength of mind and heart, "I am
gratilled to find you so ready to respond
to the call of your whimsical sovereign.
Yesterday you came with hearts bowed
down and In deepest woe. Today I as-

Mrs. Harry Van Brugh Anguish.
"Say, you must cut some ice wid
dese people. But dat's Jest like an
American, dough," the little guard
"De princess married aa
went on.
American, an' dey say he's goin' to put
de crown away where de moths won't
git at It an' take her over to live ia
Washington fer six months. Is it a

day.
promised. We

strange

are to have the extension papers this afternoon, and Graustark may breathe again the strong,
deep breath of hope. You well remember my attitude on yesterday. If on
yesterday I would not let my kingdom
Btand between me und my love, I cannot do so today. I have called you here
to tell you, my lords, that I have promised to become the wife of the man
who would hove given his life for you

sure

can't live always in America."
"Got to be here to hold her Job, eh Γ
"Inelegant, but correct. Now. look
sharp! Where do we find our—ahl"
His wife was with him, and he forgot

Sitzky.

The guard turned το waicn me procession—a file of soldiers, a cavalry
troop, carriages and then the carriage
with spirited horses and gay aceouternients. It stopped with a Jangle, and ·
and woman descended.
"The princess!" crlcd Sitzky.
"Long live the princess!" cried the

man

"God eave our Yetive!"
as If shot, staring at
the tall man who approached with the
smiling sovereign of Grausturk. "Well,"
he gasped, "what d' you t'ink o' dat?"
The train that was to carry them out
of the east into the west puffed and
snorted, the bell clanged, the people
cheered, and they were off. Hours later, as the car whirled through the Hungarian plain, Yetive, looking from her
crowd.

Sitzky started

ent—yes, you make me feel that I am
weak and helplet and that you can
must
say to me 'Come' and 'Go' and I
obey. Isn't It odd tbat I, who have
never known submlsslveness, should so
suddenly find myself tyrannized?" she

asked, smiling faintly.
"Shall I tell you why you
of me?" he asked.

are

afraid

"You will say it Is because I am forgetting t»< be a princess."
"No; it is because you no longer look
Yesupon me as you did in other days.
terday you were tbe princess and looked down upon tbe impossible suitor; today you find tbat you bave given yourself to him aud that you do net regard
tbe barrier as insurmountable. You are
because I am no longer a
dream, but a reality. Am I not right,

afraid of

me

Yetive?"
She looked out

park.

over

tbe hazy, moonlit

"Yesterday I might have disputed all
today I can deny nothing."

you say;

Leaning upon the railing, they Ml
Into a silent study of tbe parade ground
and Its strollers. Their thoughts were
nor
not of the walkers and chatterer·,
of the music, nor of the night They
were of the day to come.
"I shall never forget how you said
'Because I love him,' this morning,
sweetheart," said lorry, betraying his
"You defied the wbol·
reflections.
world in those four words. They were
worth dying for."
"How could I help It? Yon mast sot
forget that you bad Just leaped Into
tbe lion's den defenseless because yon
loved me. Could I deny yon then?
Until tbat moment I bad been tbe
princess adamant In a second'· time
you swept away every safeguard,

er-

qbt«
"Knowing tuai, my loras,
to ask you to revise our laws.
My throne will not be disgraced by the
man I would hare share It witb me."
She spoke as calmly as if she were

making the most trivial request Instead
of asking her ministers to overthrow
and undo the laws and customs of ages
and of dynasties.
"The law of nature cannot be changed," muttered Caspar as if to himself.
"In the event that the custom cannot
be changed I shall be compelled to relinquish my right to occupy the throne
It
and to depart from among you.
would break my heart, my lords, to resort to this monstrous sacrifice, but I
love one man first, my crown and my

window, said In that exquisite English

which was her very own:
"Ah, the world, the dear world!
am so sorry for queens!"
THE Ε WD.

after him."
"You would not leave us—you would.I
not throw aside as despised the crown
your ancestors wore for centuries?"

Gaspon.

The others were staring with open
mouths nnd icy hearts.
"Yes, as much as it would grieve me,
I would do all this." she answered
firmly, not daring to look at her uncle.
Her heart ached to turn to him with a
prayer for forgiveness, but there could

be no faltering now.
"I ask you. my lords, to acknowledge
the marriage of your ruler to Grenfall
Lorij. I am to be his wife, but I en-

happiness with-

the throne of Graustark."
Then followed a long, animated die·
cussion, growing brighter and more
on

hopeful as the speakers' willing heart·
warmed to the proposition. Lorry was
a favorite, but he could not be their
prince. Hereditary law prohibited.
Many times the princess and her wise
men met and overcame obstacles, huge
at first, minimized in the end, all because they loved her and she loved
them. The departure from traditionthe prinary custom, as suggested by
cess, coupled with the threat to abdicate, was the weightiest yet the most

delicate question that had ever come
before the chief men of Graustark.
For the first time In the history of the
a woman was sovereign; for

country

the first time there had been no direct
With the
male heir to the throne.
death of old Prince Ganlook the maa-
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its action is that

1

a (ironing Child.
Wflgbt
The weight of η growing child is the
most Important Index to It* general
The standard of weight for
health.
growing children, that usually given
by authorities In the matter, Is that at
five yearn of age a child should weigh
about us many pounds as It in Inches
high. As a rule, this will not be much
Children
over or under forty pounds.
who come of lurge parents should
weigh something more than that. The
rute of Increase should be about two
pounds for every inch of growth, with
a tendency for the weight'to exceed
this standard proportionately rather
than to fall below it. Wheu a child Is
rather beaviec in proportion to its
height than this staudard it is α sign
of good health. If the child is growing
rapidly It should not be allowed to fall
much below It without being made to
rest more than has been the custom before. A deficiency of weight in proportion to height Is always an unfavorable
sign. Any interruption in the progress
of Increase of weight, especially dur-

of

people

out making me endure the misery that
will come to me if I desert my father*·
throne and the people who have war·
shiped me and to whom 1 am bound fef
I do D0t
a tie that cannot be broken.
plead so much for the right to rule ae I
do for the one who may rule after I
am gone. I want my own to follow me

t'lng?"

She's going
"That's right, Sitzky.
back with us, and then we're coming
back with her."
"Why don't he keep 'er over dere
when he gits her dere? What's de use
—what's de use?"
"Well, she's still the Princess of
She
Graustark, you know, Sitzky.

come

treat yon to grant me

the land of the stars and
The speaker waa Mr. An-

"You'll have fine company 'β fer as
Vienna too. D' you ever see such a
celebration's dey're bavin' here today?
You'd t'ink de whole world was interested in de little visit her royal highDumness is goin* to pay to Vienna.
med if de whole city, soldiers an' all,
ain't down here to see 'er off. Look at
de crowd! By glory, I don't b'lieve w·
c'n pull de train ont of de station.
'Quainted wid any of de royal crowd?"
"Slightly," answered Anguish, smii·
ing. Ile was watching a trim figure la
a tailor made gown as it approached,
drawing apart from the throng. It was

gazed

cried

months luter, addressing

ly·
"Hello, Sltzky! Is it you? I'm glad
to see you again. Yes, we are going

speech.

marrluge."

"They

some

hurvery busy young man who was
rying down the platform of the Edelweiss railway station toward the special train which was puffing impatienta

"My child, my child!" he cried lifelessly. "You cannot do this thing!"
"But the people?" cried Gaspon, his
eyes gleaming. "You cannot act against
the will of the people. Our laws, natural and otherwise, proscribe the very
act you have in mind. The American
cannot go upon our throne. No man,
unless lie be of royul blood, can share
It with you. If you marry him, the
laws of our land—you know them well
—will prohibit us from recognizing the
said Lorry.

so

far as her own position was concerned,
but there was Lorry to be considered.
"Mr. Lorry knows that 7. called you
together in consultation, but he does
not know that I would have given up
tell
my crown for him. I dared not
blm that Πβ knows only that I was
to ask your advice on the question of
marriage, and that alone. I fear he

"They are very happy," said Lorry,
knowing that she was also watching
the strollers.

gath-

ering unanimous.
The Princess Yetive'won the day,

breast.

juu

blood stains.
The other Dawsbergen nobles, with
the exception of two who had gone to
the capital of their country with the
news of the catastrophe, remained
close to the hotel. One of them confessed that but little sympathy would
be felt at home for Gabriel, who was
hated by his subjects. Already there
Danwas talk among them of Prince
suctan, his younger brother, as his
cessor to the throne. The young prince
was a favorite with the people.
Bolaroz was pleased with the outand
come of the sensational accusation
the consequent removal of complications which had in reality been un·.
pleasant to him.
One feature of the scene in thp
throneroom was not discussed, although It was uppermost in the minds
of all. The positive stand taken by the
princess and her open avowal of love
for the dashing American were nëver

and which made the sense of the

they say? What will they do7"

and for me—that I love as α woman,
not as u princess."
The silence of death stole into the
room.
Every man's eyes were glued
upon the white face of the princess,
and none could break the spell.. Not a
word was uttered for many seconds.
Then old Cuspar's tense muscles relaxed and his arms dropped limply
from their crossed position on his

and to tell you how I looked from its
of
lofty windows through the chill
wind and the chill of life into the fairest Eden that was ever denied, man."
"In an hour, then, I will meet you

will find ine there."
She left him. retiring with her aunt
and the Countess Dagmar. Lorry remnlnedjn the hall with Halfont, Prince
The
Bolaroir Mlzrox and Anguish.
conversation ran once more Into the
ever recurring topic of the day, GaThe Prince of
briel's confession.
Dawsbergen was confined in the tower
with his confederate. Berrowag. Reports from Dangloss late In the afternoon conveyed the Intelligence that the
prisoner hud fallen Into melancholia.
Berrowag admitted to the police that
he had stood guard at the door while
Gabriel entered the prince's room and
He described
killed him as he slept.
the cunning, deliberate effort to turn
suspicion to the American by leaving

1

Caspar held out until all were against
him, giving way Anally in a burst of
oratory which ended In tears and sobs

By this time they were Joined by the
others, whereupon Grenfall hurried semble you here that I may ask your
eagerly to the balcony, conscious of be- advice concerning the events of that
ing half an hour early, but glad of the
Ilolaroz will do as he has

heartache and evasion."
"The balcony, then, without the old
restrictions," Lorry agreed. "I want
to see that dark old monastery again

there."

online side of tne illustrious rauuiy
ended. No mntter whom hie daughter
took for a husband, the line waa broken. Why not the bold, progressive,
rich American? argued some. Count

1
battlement, and ι aarrenaerea u
Have yon told ber that 70a >ry
>nly a woman can. Bat It really sounddrawn
was
face
count's
The
her?"
love
1 k1 shocking, didn't It? So theatrlcair
4
and white.
"Don't look so distressed about it,
I
before
her
loved
I
"I have, sir.
1 lear.
You couldn't help It, remem·
ber
As
pro·
knew she was a princess.
be said approvingly.
>er,"
bave
I
would
tector it was to you that
"Ach, I dread tomorrow'· ordeal Γ
told the story of my unfortunate love
1
the
said, and he felt the arm that
long ago, but my arrest and escape 1 ouched hie own tremble. "What will
My love baa not been will*

question.

I

ing the continuance of growth, must
be α danger sfgnal that should not be
ncglccted by those Interested In the patient.

Only At· the Yolk·.
American woman traveling In
England stopped one day at a little
country house. Chatting with the visitor, the woman of the house told of
her difficulty in getting along and of an
experience she had had with a boarder.
"The first morning this man stopped
here." she said, "he began to eat boiled
eggs very greedily. Egg after egg he
ate—three, four, Ave, six—and it was
only the yolk of them that he swallowed; the white he didn't bother with
Whjr He

I

An

at all.
"When he dug his spoon Into the seventh egg my temper got the better of
me, and I said in a severe tone:
"
'Don't you ever eat the white of the
egg, eirr
"
'Surely not, my woman,' he answered. The yolk Is the bird ; the white
is the feathers. Would you have me
"
make a bolster of myself Ύ
Where It ilwar· Ralu.
There is α group of Islands to the
south of New Zealand called the 81ators, or Seven Sisters, which are reputed to be saiijected to a practically
The same may be
constant ralnfalL
■aid of the islands and mainland of Tl·
srra del Fuego, save for the difference that the rain often take· the form
of sleet and snow. On a line running
round the world from 4 degrees to 8 oi

0 degrees there are patches over which
This Is
rain seldom ceases to, fall.
called the "sone of constant precipitation," but at the same time there are
several localities along with It with
rery little rainfall.

y
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First Baptist Church, Rev. H. H. Bishop.
I Pastor. Preaching every Sunday at 11 ▲. M.
I Sun-lay School at 12 x. Junior C. fc. at 2 30 p. M.
I Sabbath Evening Service at 7 JO ρ u. Y. P. 8.
IC. E. We<lnes«tay evening at 7 JO p. M. Prayer
Editor· ami Proprietor·.
I Meeting Thumiav evening at 7 JO. Covenant
A. B. FOBBXS. I Meeting the last FrWav before the let Sunday
(.1 BO BOB M. ATWOOD.
I of the month at 2 JO p. a. All not otherwise conI nected are cordially invited.
Universalis! Church, Bev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
ΓκκϋΛ —#1.30 a year If paid strictly In advance ]I
Preaching scirloe every Sunday at 11 a. ΜOtherwise 9*2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cents
Ι Sunday School at 12 m.

ATWOOD

&

FORBES

All levai advertisement!
AurBunSKXBMTS :
are given three connective Insertions for #1.34
contract!
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly advertle
~

The palm for early sweet corn must
I be awarded to Stephen Rawson, who

produced

ere.

on

Sunday, Aug. 9th,

a

lot of

I well-filled ears, ready for the table.
I George H. Cummings and wife of
I Mechanic Falls have been visiting relaI tives here the past week.
Mr. Albert Snow of Hyde Park, Mass.,

Job Pbistisq .—New type, fast presses, stean
low price»
power, experience! workmen and
combine to make this department of our bual
η ess complete and popular.

Bryant's

Rev. Harrison Whitman preached at
the Universalist church, Sunday, Aug. 9,
and his brother, George Whitman, a
former resident of this town, came with
him from Grafton.
The band and moet of their ladies and
the
many other townspeople attended
centennial at Albany Wednesday, and
reported a fine time.
A hayrack load of the friends and relatives of Mr. and Mrs. James M. Day
made them an evening visit Thursday.
Mrs. Day's health is not very good.
Grand Commander Douglas of Lisbon
Falls, and Past Supreme Commander,
A. S. Bangs, of Augusta, will visit
Christopher Lake Commandery Saturday
evening, AUg. 15.
W. S. Wight's concert Tuesday evening passed off in an agreeable manner.
A faireized company was present, although it was a very rainy night. The
singing by the South Paris quartette was
greatly enjoyed. Mr. Wight will be
present at the grove meeting the 19tli,
and will conduct the singing with his

I who has recently been the guest of Mr.
I and Mrs. V. K. Parris, has now returned full chorus.
Aug. 19.—I'nlveraaUst grove meeting, Bryant'i Ί to his home.
Grange field day passed off smoothly.
Pond.
Rev. C. R. Tenney of Auburn will There were a good many people present,
Sept. s.—ι »xf0rd Pomona Grange, otlsdeld Gore
at the Universalist
the
pulpit
annual
confèrent
.'4.—Seventh-seventh
but not nearly as many as were expected.
Sept.
[occupy
of Maine Coagrcgatlonallats, Farmlngton I church next Sunday.
Music was
The speaking was fine.
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill furnished
Pond Band.
datks or aubicultcbal faibs.
Bryant's
by
at
held
I Library Asssociation will be
Ansel Dudley's grain room will be
Aug. -5-28.—Eastern Maine, Bangor.
I Hamlin Memorial Hall Wednesday of dedicated with a dance Tuesday evening.
Aug. 31-Sept. 4 —Maine State, Lewlston.
Bethel
Association,
Park
s-1».—
Riverside
Sept.
I this week, Aug. 19, at 3 p. M.
August 18. The Pythian Sisterhood will
Sept. 15-17.—oxford County. South Parle.
The annual meeting of the Paris Hill
supper.
Sept. 22-24.—Androscoggin Valley, Canton.
provide
evenbe
will
held
I
Golf
Club
Wednesday
Sept. -2ïM>ct. 1.—West Oxford, Fryeburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske of Ashland, Mass.,
Sept. 30, Oct. 1.—Oxford North, Andover.
I ing, Aug. 19, at δ o'clock, at Academy arrived at Mrs. Lalia Estes' Tuesday
Hall.
afternoon, and went to Dell Cole's WedSEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mrs. Latham Hall and little daughter
for a short visit.
nesday
I Rosaltha oj Rosario, Argentina, are the
The new H. F. D. route, No. 2, will be
Rum fori Falls Music Festival.
Mrs. Lyon.
of
Mrs.
Hall's
I
sister,
guests
Sale.
established
state Tracts for
Sept. 15. J. E. Hathaway is
I Mr. Hall, who is now on a hunting trip carrier.
Petition to Incorporate.
here
his
Salted Peanuts.
I in the West, will join
family
Rev. W. W. Hooper will preach at the
For Sale.
I later.
Universalist church Aug. 10, and Rev.
Fall lists.
arrived
wife
and
Garland
Chandler
For Kimonos.
H. R. Rose Aug. 23.
Shoe.
vacation with relaComing Evente.

Good Box Calf
Fine Toilet Soaps.
Farm for Sale.
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist.
Petition for Dissolution.

S

George L. Mellen.

the
I Saturday to spend a
Order of
Jefferson Chapter,
I tives here. They are ?t Loren Merrill's. Eastern Star, will hold a special meeting
I Charles E. Waterman and wife of Friday evening, Aug. 21st, for degree
I Mechanic Falls were also there over work. Members are requested to be
I Sunday, and George Sanders of Boston present if possible.
! is there for a few days.
Mrs. A. E. Davit's and daughter Polly,
home oi II
Mexico.

George L. Mellen died at his
for
Paris Hill, Saturday morning, Aug. 15 I who had been at the Isle of Springs
la week, returned here Saturday, acat the age of SO years.
Mr. Mellen was the son of Alanson Mel I coiupanied by Mr. Davies.
Ν. II.,
len, who was for thirty years register ο ΓI Rev. E. À. Hoyt of Dover,
at the
deeds in Oxford County, and one of th< ι I preached an excellent sermon
best known and most highly respecte* 11Universalist church Sunday morning.
Schubert Ladies'
citizens of the county. George L. Mel I The singing was by the
len served an appétiticeship as a printe: I Quartette of South Paris.
of Minot
in the Oxford Democrat office. After I W. M. Daniels and family
W. N. Daniels,
ward he went to Boston and with Chas I visited his mother, Mrs.
Α. V. Putnam published the Bostoi ι1 Sunday.
Rev. Dr. J. G. Merrill, president of
Weekly Museum, a literary and ston I Fisk
University, Nashville, Tenn., occu
paper, lie subsequently sold out hi: >1
the Baptist church
interest to Mr. Ossian E. Dodge and .e I pied the pulpit at
I Sunday morning. Fisk University, as is
turned to Paris.
is an educational institution
Early in 1N">0 Mr. Mellen bought ai 11 well known,
Dr. Merrill's disinterest in the Democrat of its forme ■I for colored people, and
ant ! I course was a very interesting talk conW.
Millett,
Col.
George
proprietor.
and the educathe paper was published for nearly ι I oenting his own work,
I tional needs of the colored people in
year under the tira» name of Millett J
Mellen. Ile then bought out his partne r I general.
at the Hub·
and published the paper with Geo. ¥ I Among the week's arrivals
I bard House are:
Emery as editor until lSW.
In the spring of 1852 he was appoint ! S. II. Kurnhaw an·I wife, Lincoln, Neb.
ed Route Agent ami assigned to duty be I H. L. Horne and wife, Norway.
Top-ham.
lie heli I I John W. frost,
tween Portland and Bangor,
I Marshall P. Cram, Brun-wlck.
this position through two administra I Anna M. Wlns!ow. Philadelphia.
tions. lie was then appointed ticke II Anna M. Bate*. Salem.
I W. H. Miller, Lewlston.
and freight agent on the Portland ») I Calvin Ku»sllng, Boston.
Rochester Kailroad, and subsequent I Kobert Chapman, Portland
moved to Lewiston and in company wit! II Mrs. F. S. Twttdiell, Portland.
Portland.
Ι Μη». Κ. I.
G. G. Waterhouse, took charge of th j I Medvllle Heath,
McLaughlin, Gartner, Maes.
De Witt House. On the death of Mi
Miss Lizzie Jordan, a former resident
Waterhouse, Mr. Mellen returned t > I
G. HamI'aris where he has since lived, with th e I of Paris, is a guest at Mrs. W.
exception of a few years. lie was aj -1 mond's.
of
Xewton,
Murray Quinby
pointed postmaster under the first Clevt -1I Mrs. isJ. with
relatives here for a few
land administration, and held the otfic ρ Mass.,
four years. He was always a Democrat I days.
Professor E. A. Daniels aijQ family left
He was married in July, ls*>2, to Mis s I
morning for Canton, where the
Nancy N. Wing, a niece of Mr. Watei ·-1 Monday
will be spent,
house and daughter of James Wins I rest of their vacation
Lapliam of Augusta is a
Esq., of Wayne. Mrs. Mellen die il I Mrs. Dr. her'
brother, Ex-Governor
several years since. They had no chi i-1 guest of
I Perham.
dren.
E. R. Perham and his wife ami daughModest in his tastes, Mr. Mellen live d I
of Somerville, Mass., visited at Exa simple, quiet life, but won the sincei
two days last week,
esteem of all with whom he came incoi i- Itiovernor Perham's
tact, and rarely is one more missed as a I A second mixed-foursome tournament,
I open to members and «uests, will be held
good neighbor and a worthy man.
The funeral will be held at 2 o'cloc k I at the grounds of the Paris Hill Golf
PartI Club next Friday and Saturday.
Tuesday afternoon.
I ners will be assigned by lot as before,
Paris Mill Baptist Fair.
land this time the losers in the first
The annual mid-sumiuer fair and coi ι-1 round will play off for a "consolation
prize." The usual notice will be sent
cert under the auspices of the ladies <
is
the Baptist Society of Paris Hill on We< [-1 to members within a day or two. It
will be
nesday aftefcioon and evening proved t I anticipated that this tournament
be a very successful alTair. Cummin^ s I an event even more successful and interHail was very tastefully decorated wit h I esting than the one held several weeks
since.
evergreen, ferns, potted plants and beai ι-1
The regular Saturday afternoon tea at
tiful cut flowers. The tables were we III
exceptionally
arranged and loaded with fancy an d I the golf links was an tea
was given
I pleasant occasion. The
useful articles, that met a ready sale.
entertainment conMany beautiful gifts from the ol d I by Mrs. Lyon. The
with
a
match
sis
ted
of
many
driving
friends of the church who had got e I
1 entries. The three prizes for ladies
away were received and much apprécia
as
follows:
Mrs.
won
were
Jacob;
first,
was
the
II
ed. A ten dollar gold piece
gi:
of Mr. HowUnd of Mountain View Stoc k I second, Miss Josephine Cole; third. Miss
Farm. Mrs. McLeod and Mrs. Mart s I Julia Carter. Mr. Stanton won first for
each sent ?0.00, ami others sent mone; r. I men, Mr. Jacob second and Mr. Brooks
the ladies < f I third. Mrs. Snow gives the tea for next
articles
The
■

■

■

ej'er,

»t|

pretty

given by

the U niversalist Society and the ex pre: i-1 Saturday.
sions of good will by them will be rt >- I Frank S. Harlow, Esq., of Boston,
membered. Our city friends who ai e I with his wife and two sons, are guests of
summer residents of Paris Hill, as we III his sister, Mrs. George M. Atwood, and
Mr. Harlow
as those who are here for the summt rl other relatives this week.
I is on his way to his cottage at Lake Webb
were liberal patrons of the tables.
The concert in the church was th el in Franklin County, making the tour in
grand event of the season. The churc h I his automobile.
Miss Laurel Hardy of Medford, Mass.,
was tilled with a very large audienc< ι, I
and the singing and the readings were f I who lias been here for a month, left
I Saturday for Bethlehem, Ν. II., to join
the first class.
■>*'
Vi\i>n<o»
canrr
cavar;
il I her mother who is at that place.
H. E. Hammond's family are visited
solos, ably assisted by Mrs. Eaton, thz
Mr. Eaton ha s I by his daughters, Mrs. J. Â. Kimball of
were much appreciated.
I Roxbury. Mass., and Mrs. F. E. Shorey
a tine voice and knows how to use it.
The lady singer of the evening wa s I of Portland with her two children.
Miss Mabel Hammond Burr from Obei •-I The riower party of the Universalist
Mis s I Circle Friday evening was a pleasant aflin, 0., Conservatory of Music.
Burr has a full, rich voice that show s I fair. Quite a number of effective coscareful training, and is a very pleasing ;, I tumes were shown, though the people
I generally were not in costume. The
accomplished musician.
The recitations given by Miss Ell λ I usual order of dances was enjoyed,
J. W. Woodward and wife of AuburnAndrews of Boston, now spending th el
Mass., are at W. H. Cummings'.
season at The Beeches, were of the higl
Her tine and graceful aj
est order.
WHITTKMOKE DISTK1CT.
pearance while upon the platform arra]
ed in her Greek costume while swingin
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Glidden of Waterthe Indian clubs with musical accotr
ville are visiting Mrs. Glidden's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Royal, for a fewpaniment, receive»! great applause. Mis
Minnie Garland from the Boston Coi
weeks.
Mrs. W. T. Merriam and sons, Mr.
servatory of Music, a former resident c
Paris Hill, presided at the organ durin
Charles Smith of Auburn and Philip
in
Miss
of
the recitations
Andrews,
Smith uf Springvale were guests at A.
O. Wheeler's the past week.
very able manner.
Miss DeVey of Boston, now a guest a
Mr. S. D. Whittemore and wife are
The Beeches, imitated "The Birds" in
visiting Mr. Whittemore's sister, Mrs.
Urake, and other relatives in town.
very pleasing manner.
Miss Frances Hammond Shorey c
W. E. Cooper is working for Isaac
Portland, a young girl of 12 years, r<
Tucker in Buckiield.
cited a piece entitled "Widder Budd.
Thayer Bros, are cutting Harry Farrar's
It was nicely given and loudly
aj
hay this week.
Mrs. C. H. Colby has returned home
plauded.
Mr. Fearing Gill of New York, now
from a visit to relatives in Berlin, Ν. H.
froi
a
selection
on
the
Hill, gave
guest
his own writings, "Reminiscences c
Greenwood.
School Life," in a very able manner.
That State Grange festival last M*>r£
The weather was fine, the fair wa
day was a grand success, as will be learnwell patronized, and the concert one c
The day
ed from the proper source.
the best ever given on Paris Hill. Henr
was tine, and the speaking was among
D. Hammond of Paris, ·η behalf of th
the smartest and most able that we ever
church and committee, thanked the ai
listened to.
dience for their generous patronage, th
But if one could see all the hay that
fine
concei
for
the
and
ladies
gentlemen
got wet the next day, Tuesday, in this
th
and
had
congratulated
given,
they
state, one would be astonished beyond
committee on the grand success of th
measure.
It would make a stack, comfair and entertainment. Also invite<
pared to which the great Cheops of
them to the hall below, where ice creat
Egypt would appear like an ant-hill.
and cake were served.
That hedgehog which came out into
A beautiful sofa pillow was voted by
the open field the other day, probably
large majority to Dr. Hammond of Th thought there was a law to protect him
Beeches. An oil painting given by Mrt
instead of a bounty on his extremities.
Anuie Cummings was voted to Miss At
He showed no inclination to escape from
Cabin
nie Eastman. The Old
Log
his antagonist, his idea of protection
darkies and animals, were voted to Hai
being to keep his tail next to him, and
vey Powers Bishop. Mother Hubbard1
his head as much out of sight as possible.
dog went to Mrs. Fannie Pierce.
But all that didn't protect him worth a
The full amount received from the fai
cent, as can well be imagined without
was $203.14.
and concert
Expense going into details, since the other party
Thi
#11.23. Net proceeds, $191.01.
was armed with a pitchfork.
The idea
will finish paying all the bills on th
that a hedgehog can throw his quills as
th
in
a
sum
leave
church, and
good
a skunk can tbo contents of his smelling
H. E.*Hammoni>.
trea&ury.
He can
bottle is simply ridiculous.
throw them as far a* a hog can throw
Woman's Suffrage Day.
his bristles and no farther.
The following is the programme c
Scott Merrill wad absent from the
Maine woman's suffrage day at th
band Monday, beiug called away to atOcean Park Free Baptist Assembly an
tend the funeral of his father.
The date is Tuesday
summer school.
The widow Jackson is improving in
Aug. 25:
health somewhat so that she visited the
mobm.no.
family of George nayee recently.
Mrs. Lucy Hobart Day. President of M. W. ί
Dea. R. L. Cole's lege are more troubleΑ., presiding.
some again of late so that he did not get
S 3D. Devotional. (C) Led by Mre. Kmelln
Tne
B. Cheney LtwUion.
over to the Pond last Monday.
lu .00. Musk·. "The Battle Hymn of the Beput
deacon has the sympathy of all, and yet
He."
we have no idea how much he suffers
Prayer. Mr*. Alice K. Lace.
from that source.
Class of representative suffragUte. Topi.
"The Abuses of Government." Teache
Miss Laura k. DeMerltte.
South Rumford.
Ail<Ires*. M 1m Margaret Koch, Portlaai
11 DO. Bathing hour.
Howard Miller from Rumford is helpΑΤΤΒΚΝΟΟΚ.
ing M. L. and W. A. Wyman finish hay-»

t|

,-|dale,

f.DU.

Music.
Lecture. "Woman Suffrage Kssentli
to a True Republic," Βαν. Anna Η ο war

Sùaw, Philadelphia

7:4&.

Miss Shaw Is one of the best knowi
worker· la the suffrage Held. Her el<
•juent aad effective oratory has give
her a national reputation.
KVKDl.NU.
Shakespeare'· "Th
Presentation of
Taming of the Shrew," la tkrteaeti
Mr. Frederick A. Koch, of Boston.

ing.

John Holland from Dixfield is working
for Gene Davis on his milk route.
Mrs. Belle Jones and son George are
visiting relatives in Buckfield ana Norway before returning to their home in
Auburndale, Mass.
Eugene Davis has bought and moved
into the Riley house.

Probably no death that has occurred
in this vicinity for mauy years caused
such universal sorrow as that of Edward
E. Hayes, who died suddenly and unexpectedly between 10 and 11 o'clock
Saturday evening, the 8th inst. Mr.
Hayes was the son of Levi and Emma
(Herrick) Hayes, and came here with his
parents in 1855, from North Yarmouth.
He was then JS years old. The greater
part of his life since then has beon spent
in Mexico.
He enlisted in 1862, when 24 years old,
wa.* mustered into the service August 14,
1862, and served until 1S65. He never
carried a musket in ranks, excepting in
the battle of Gettysburg, and was wounded in that battle. Nearly all the time of
his three years' service he was on detached duty as teamster, and finally became division train master.
In 1897 he was appointed postmaster
for the Ridlonville office, ami was reappointed four years later. When the toll
bridge at Ridlonville was first opened for
travel he became the keeper, and had
continued to act as such until about two
He bad not felt
hours before he died.
well for a few days before his death, in
fact had been taking medicine prescribed
for a stomach trouble, but attended to
duties as usual, and to those who conversed with him Saturday evening appeared to be in his never failing liappy
and buoyant spirits.
He had been twice marrie»!, his first
wife being Ada F., daughter of Samuel
Smith—a sister to W. W. Smith, who
well-known landlord of the
was the
National House at Dix field several years.
His second wife was Mary, daughter of
Samuel Durgin, formerly of Roxbury.
but during the later years of his life of
Livermore.
He leaves besides his widow, two sons,
Norman of Portland and Clinton of Baltimore, and one daughter. Pearl, who
resides in Massachusetts, all children by
his first wife. Norman and Pearl were
present at the funeral. He also leaves
two brothers, two sisters, Erastus of
Turner and George of Auburn, Lydia,
wife of R. C. Worthley of Peru, and Emma, wife of Albert Mooney of Boston,
all of them present at the funeral.
In politics a Republican since reaching
his majority, he was an earnest worker,
and for several years has been one of
the members of the Republican town
committee and an effective worker.
The funeral held Tuesday afternoon
Besides the near
was largely attended.
relatives there were present a large number of other relatives, and quite a large
number of Odd Fellows. Mr. Hayes was
of Maine Lodge, No. 1,
a
member
of
members
Portland. Several
of
Grand Army Posts, with a larger number of citizens than could find sitting or
standing room within the body of the
chapel in which the services were held,
Rev. C. L. Parker conwere present.
ducted the religious services, and W. H.
Moore, Past Grand of l'enacook Lodge
of Odd Fellows, the burial service of
that order.
Oxford.
Rev. Mr. Newport and family have returned from their vacation, and services

at the Congregational church were resumed on Sunday. Mrs. Jennie King
Morrison of Portland, who has been
visiting the family of Mr. Geo. Ilawkes,
sang a solo at the morning service. A
sole was also sung by Miss Ida Hawkes.
Jennie Hayes is at home from Baltimore.

Mr. Tichner of Baltimore is a guest of
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Hayes.
John Elden's brother and family of
Boston are visiting him.
The annual reunion of the teachers
and scholars of No. 4 District was held
About 100 people were
August 12.
present. A pleasant day was spent.
Among the most prominent in arranging
for these reunions are Mrs. Annie Parker
Gayton, formerly one of the best and
most successful teachers in town, and
Mrs. F. N. Barker, a former pupil.
Carl Edwards and a party of friends
from Portland have been spending a part
of their vacation at the cottage of Mr. W.
R. Farris on the shore of the lake.
Mr. Alfred Durell, of Pennsylvania,
has been visiting his cousins, C. F. Durell and Mrs. Hawkes. This is the first
time he has been in Maine for twentyeight years. His brother, Julius Durell,
of Somerville, Mass., came with him.

Brownfield.
Mrs. M. J. Ingalls of Denmark is stop-

J. L. Frink's.
Ladies of the Universalist Circle gave
a fair Monday, August 17.
Rev. Mr. Marston of Lewiston preached a very interesting sermon in the Congregational church Sunday, August 0th.
Brownfield was well represented at
the North Conway fair this week.
Mr. S. N. Adams has moved into the
Perley Brown house.
Mr. Philbrook of Parsonsfield is visiting his children in town.
Mr. Frank Libby of Freeport is visiting friends in town.
Miss Mary Wentworth continues in
very poor health.

ping at

North Paris.
F. D. Welcome of Walthara, Mass.,with
his family is visiting at Deacon Dunham's.
Miss Ruth Tucker and sister of South
Paris visited Mrs. Perkins last week.
Williafn Suckles has done work for
Deacon Dunham.
George Berry of New York state and
John Berry of Vermont visited their
uncle, Deacon George Berry, at Trap
Corner last week.
Mrs. Carsley was at her father's a few

day s recently.

Some of Mrs. John Ross1 old scholars
from Greenwood visited her one day last
week.
A brother of C. L. Morrill from Massachusetts was with him a few days last
week. They had not seen each other
for 12 years.

North Stoneham.
W. W. Durgin has a new top carriage
and new harness bought of W. H. Kilgore of North Waterford.
Mrs. Lou French and little daughter,
Esther, from Lynn, Mass., are visiting

relatives here.
Jennie McAllister is at home for

a

week.
Melrose Adams and Mrs. Brown from
Boston are visiting his father, Wm.
Adams. They are staying this week
with his brother Herbert in his camp on
the shore of Lake Kezar.
Louisa Adams is at East Stoneham
with her son Ralph.

Rev. J. J. Lewie supplied the pnlpit
at the Univerealiet church last Sunday.
Mrs. Mary Cumminge and Misa Eloiee
Green of Waltham, Mass., have been
spending a short time in Bethel.
Rev. and Mrs. F. E. Potter are receiving congratulations on the birth of aisson.a
Miss Mabel Gibbs of Portland
guest of her uncle, Mr. L. T. Barker.
Tueeday evening Rev. J. J. Lewie gave
his illustrated lecture, subject, "The

Canadian Rockies",

Buclcfield.
Parla.
Mrs. Mary Bridgbam waa Improving
The well known and celebrated lecturof hie ι it laat accounts.
>r, Rev. J. J. Lewis, will give two
Mrs. Alfred Sbaw is still very poorly.
Ineet illustrated lectures Monday and
daughter, Mrs.
Amial Jones and
Tueflday evenings of this week at the F. !
of Boston, are visiting friends in
3. church. On this Monday evening, >eavy,
Livermore.
and
< bis town
lug. 17, he will give "The Canadian
E. King and family of KingsJockies;" Tuesday evening. Aug. 18, 1 Charles
Mr. on, Ν. Π., are guests of the Conants.
he celebrated "Passion Play."
Ardon F. Tilton, wife and Master Don,
Lewis is spending a few weeke at Bethel,
have spent several days with Mrs.
h us we have had the rare opportunity ; vho
returned to their home
>f securing him at reduced rates. Course niton's parents,
i η Auburn Friday. Mr. Tilton renewed
chil35
lectures
both
cents;
for
ickete
I lis acquaintance with the local brook
Iren 25 cents. 6ingle ticket for either
1
for which he bas a growing regard,
ecture 25 cents and for children 15 cents. rout
Mrs. Gilbert and Mrs. A. F. Tilton
This ie an opportunity for our people
Wednes·
best lecturers in this Waited the Hortons in Sumner
West

Bethel.

Pond.

followed Wednesillustrated lecture

day evening by an
Both lecgiving the "Passion Play". much
entures were well attended and
ο hear one of the
joyed.
first-class illustra- lay.
"The Howard" is having ite share of iountry, also to see
Η0Ί1. A. P. Bonney of Auburn is
ion· of the subjects mentioned.
patronage and promisee to be very
some days
among bis old
and
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Wheeler have gone ipending
the
with
public
traveling
popular
and relatives in town.
his Monday on their summer vacation, riends
permanent guests.
II. Atwood, wife and Master
F.
until the first of SeptemThere are a great many summer visit- rod will be away
of Rumford Falls, are visiting
Dr. Wheeler will first visit his Charles
>er.
ors in town at this time and Prospect
in town.
in Oakland, after which he will ;heir many relatives
Inn affords all the comforts of a first ■elatives
R. M. Cole of Cape Elizabeth, a native
ake a ten days' course in minor surgery
class hotel.
is
among old friends. He
of Bath. He also intends >f this place,
Miss Isabel Shirley is in Portland as vith Dr. Fuller
)ubbles over with mirth and sport alhe
returns.
before
Boston
visit
has
ο
and
Dow
guest of Miss Cornelia
of age.
The Grangers who went to Bryant's ;hough 72 years
been attending the W. C. T. U. conferI have advised for years not to plant
?ond last Monday report a fine time.
ence and institute at Old Orchard.
Mvertheless I let
Mrs. Η. K. Moore's mother is visitfrg -omatoes on rich soil,
Mr. William Hastings and Mr. Tom
>ne plant grow in a riclf place this seaat F. A. Young's.
Hastings made the trip to Rumford 1er
5 feet 4 inches, its
Mrs. Anna C. Young has come home, ion. Its height is
Point in forty minutes in their autoind is at North Paris a part of the time ; irea 7-6. Like many other crops it is a
mobile. The distance is twelve miles.
orlorn hope for tomatoes this season.
for David Young.
Mr. Emund Clark and Miss Field, who îelping to care
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. George of Boston
Mrs. Carrie Mann has also got home
have been guests of Mr. Clark's mother,
ire again guests of Mr. and Mrs. David
Massachusetts.
:rom
have returned to Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates returned last Record. Mr. George has a fine gramoMiss Alice Gordon Wright of Portland
the
of
head
the
near
Wednesday,
having spent the last three phone, and entertains the people on
a
lot
has purchased
lawn of evenings.
Broad Street and will erect a summer iveeks at New Haven, Conn. They have
Mrs. F. P. Withinton has two sisters
jeen gone eight weeks and greatly encottage.
is guests.
John Preston True and family of Bos- joyed their western trip.
Mary Bisbeo of Rumford Falls is visitMrs. Albert Ricker is making a few
ton have been spending their vacation
her childhood mates.
in Bethel.
lays' visit at Rumford Falls. Mr. Ricker ingMrs.
Mary (Gardner) Hobart and two
Thursday afternoon and evening the itayed there over last"Sunday.
her
Mrs. G. W. Bryant spent a few days sons have gone to Guilford among
Ladies' Club held its mid-summer fair.
After this she will
husband's
people.
Hudson
Mrs.
with
her
week
last
with
were
well
filled
sister,
tables
fancy
The
return here for a few days prior to reand useful articles which were well Knight, at South Paris.
in Chicago.
C. White, wife and son Lionel, from turning to her home
W.
as the ice cream and
as
well
patronized
l'ike and lady returned to
George
are visiting his brother, Mr. S.
numberA
tables.
Lewiston,
large
partook
candy
after a two weeks'
of supper and the ladies are much pleas- T. White. Mr. Mansel W. Farr of Lew- Springfield Friday
with h's mother, Mrs. Anna
ed with their success. The entertain- iston also visited with them for a few sojourn
Pike.
ment under the management of Mrs. J. days.
Friday the Irish families, present and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bird and little son
G. Gehring will be hold in Odeon Hall,
take an outing at North
of Worcester, Mass., came last Friday to prospective,
Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Pond to stop over to Monday.
of
the
Univerealist visit Mrs. Bird's parents, Mr. and
The
ladies
society will hold their annual fair in G. H. Briggs.
Mr. Harry Shannon of Saco is a guest
Pattee Chapel, Tuesday afternoon and
at Geo. F. Marshall's at Trap Corner.
eveniug.
A. Justin Townsend and family of
Lovell.
Lynn, Mass., are visiting at A. E.
Mrs. Otis Andrews and Miss Jennie Marshall's.
Mr. A. S. Bangs of Hallowell, Past
Watson of Lawrence have come to their
summer home at Sabattusfor the season. Grand Commander of the U. O. G. C.,
Mr. C. G. G. Reynolds and wife of was here last Friday and at the meeting
Ile is
Dorchestcr are at W. O. Brown's for the of Home Guard Commandery.
vacation of a few weeks.
visiting the commanderies throughout
Sheriff Bassett was at Albany during the state explaining the recent change
in the insurauce rates in tho order.
the centennial of the town.
Walter Ricker has been quite sick for
and cut
Daniel McAllister has

bought

the hay on the Gamage place in Sweden
and is now cutting that on the Daniel
Charles place on the Waterford road.
Mrs. Marv E. McKeen and G. F. Franklin and wife are at home from Lynn
where they have been since last fall.
•
Base ball played on the grounds near
J. C. Stearns' is of much interest to
lovers of the game. The Lovells. made
up of the townspeople with some visitors,
have played the "city boys" and it has
been called good ball, with the Lovells
beating usually. But when the Camp
Katahdins camo over from Stearns Pond
in Sweden it was a different story. They
could talk with the girls, sing songs,
fool round, sell out at the bat for fun,
and still lead the Lovells a merry came.
It was very amusing. The Camp Katahdins are Brown University men and with
others to the number of 40, are camping
the shore of Stearns pond in Sweden.
They have a cook house but live in tents
pitched in the grove. Parties of four or
five go on long tramps of a week or so
As they have been
to the mountains.
here for supplies on their journeys we
have found thorn gentlemen every time
and they have the good will and esteem
of all who have met them, not even excepting the Lovell Base Ball Club.
hast nebron.

Bert Merrill passed away on the (ith,
Dr.
after a short but fearful illness.
Heald vas the attending physician. Drs.
Caldwell of Bucklield, Irish of Turner,
Tapley of Auburn and Sturgis of Lewiston, were called in consultation, but to
no avail, nothing could save his life, not
His
oven the best of care and doctors.
health has been poor for a short time
past, but he was out around until two
weeks prior to his death. Ilis two oldest
brothers did not arrive in season from
Boston to see him before his death. His
father, H. P. Merrill, and stepmother,
three sisters and three brothers survive
him. The remains were taken to Auburn
for burial on Saturday.
L. R. Ilodsdon is out at work in his
shop, but still has a bad cough.
There are many sick ones.
Melvin Karris is gainiug.
Henry Whitman is at his brother Leon's
in Hebron.
Appie Merrill is still quite sick.
On Wednesday of the present week
East nebron Grange attend grove meeting at Lake Auburn of Pomona Grange.
Clara Washburn is at work for Milton
and Harry Bearce of West Hebron.
On Friday, the 7th, a little daughter
was added to George Needham's family.
Fred Packard has left for the West,
lie intends to visit in several states and
to visit his cousins, Onslow and Wm.
nenry Young, in Missouri, formerly
His daughters arcof East Hebron.
visiting their relatives and friends in
this place and Auburn.
The farmer makes hay when the sun
shines.
No berries and precious few apples
for East Hebron people this year. Corn
is gaining for a short time past, butas
the old lady always says, "We've always
been provided for and we shall always
be."

Wilson's Mills.

Mrs. Eliza Wilson and daughter Edith
of Groveton are up on a visit to friends
and relatives. They are at II. W. Fickett's at present.
Mrs. Gretta Wilson and son are at her
old home.
Walter Bond is up on his anbual vacation and is stopping at Flint's Hotel.
Frank Shaw, our student minister, is
with us again and will be here through

August.

E. S. Bennett finished haying August
4th.
R. A. Storey has finished haying at
home and is now cutting the hay on the
Gilbert place.
*Irs. J. L. Johnston and Miss Ethel
Johnston left Thursday for their home
in Portland.
Miss Nellie Lamb of Rangeley, who
has been over on a visit to her sister,
Mrs. Guy Brooks, went homo Friday
and their father, Wm. Lamb, came on a
visit.
One by one our summer visitors are
leaving us, and already one feels a
premonitory chill at the hint of autumn
in the air.
Mercury at 40 degrees Saturday morn-

ing.

Locke's

Mills.

Bert Bryant of Everett, Mass., formerly of this place, is visiting friends hero.
Harry B. Farnham visited at his father's for a week recently. He is fireman on the Ν. Y. II. & Ν. H. R. R.
Will Seams returned from down country where he has been haying Wednes-

day.

Miss Ethel Emery of Everett, Mass.,
visiting at A. L. Emery's.
Quite a number went from this place
centennial
to Albany's
anniversary
Wednesday, the 12th. All report a fine
time. A good entertainment in a hastily
but very nicely prepared grove was
given. Dinner was served on the lawn
in front of Mr. Beckler'e residence. Of
the dinner all that need be said is there
was nothing missing to be wished for.
It was A No. 1. The few who had the
preparing of everything for the day cannot be praised too highly for their efforts. Bryant's Pond band was in attendance.
State Field Day with the Grangers was
held at Bryant's Pond Monday, the 10th.
Grangers who could not attend need not
Those
be told of what they missed.
who are not Grangers must join them in
order to realize that when they start in
for a good time they never make a
failure of it.
is

Dick vale.

R. S. Tracy has lost three sheep and
two lambs. It is the work of some of
the dogs, but every man who owns a dog
says that his dog is with him all of the
time. "Strange, isn't it?"
Mrs. J. H. Lovejoy is very low.
Mrs. S. Morrill has several boarders.
Mrs. Leon Grant and children have
gone to Readfleld on a visit.

several days but is now improving.
Arthur Kicker has gone to Yarmouth
to till a position as telegraph operator
with W. F. Carr.
Mrs. Leonard B. Swan, who has been
in poor health for many years, died last
Saturday noon. The immediate cause
of death was pneumonia. She has lived
here many years, was a member of the
Baptist church, also an interested memThe funeral
ber of the W. C. T. U.
services will be held next Wednesday
afternoon at the house.
Miss Bertha A. Emmons went last
Saturday to Portland for a few days'

Maine News Notée.
Two new cases of small pox have been
liecovered in Lewiston.
Of the 125 persons entitled to vote in
<
only
iquirrel Island corporation meeting
( >ne is a permanent resident of the island.
The anniversaries observed last week
1 nclude the centennials of two academies,
Konmouth Academy and Blue Hill

Academy.

The war game off Portland has already
;ot to the point where they are discoverj ng spies from the navy drawing plans of
, !he fortifications.

«
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ODD TROUSERS
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REDUCTION SALE.
We

sell

always

this time of year

Orchard is not running "wide
raids on the
! >pen," this year. Frequent
iquor sellers and gamblers are reported
rom that lively resort.

Old

The post office in Oakland was entered
Wednesday night, the safe blown unsuccessfully and nothing is missing but a
rew coppers. Tools lying on the floor in·
licate that the burglars were frightened
iway. No clew.
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Pant*
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MEN'S OUTING SUITS and TROUSERS
we now

Belfast celebrated its semi-centennial
The programme
ω a city on Tuesday.
included prayer by Rev. George S. Mills,
apening remarks by Mayor Elmer Small,
in historical address by Charles S. Hickford, chairman of the Belfast school
committee, addresses by Hon. Wm. P.
Thompson and Rev. Harry Lutz of the
Unitarian church.
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$7.50, $5.50
days ahead, Utter

have made
warm

invest.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

What will probably prove the first
fatil automobile accident in the state occurred at Eastport Sunday, the Oth. The I botjt:
victim is Herbert Bromley, chief engiHe with his
neer of a canning factory.
three-year-old son had ridden some disthe machine
suddenly
tance when
stopped near a high cliff. » In starting
again the machine acted badly and getting beyond Mr. Bromley's control
bounded over the cliff into shallow water
30 feet below. As sooq as it touched
the water the automobile exploded.
Several persons witnessed the accident
and hurried to the spot. Mr. Bromley
was found unconscious with both legs

Congregational church officiating.
A shooting affair at Snco early SaturThe Barnes Brothers are making an
result fatally. Harlan
improvement on their buildings by the day morning amay
motor man employed by
P. Hanson,
addition of a neat adjacent building.
electric street
naying is dragging along slowly. So the Saco and Hiddeford
with
much rain is giving much more labor to railway, is under arrest charged
a fireman

an

now

"

3.00

Buy

how it will freshen up the
and make almost a new suit.,
see

00

4

great many Odd Trousers at
the suit trousers begin to

and soiled.

worn

Our

Ur. Rogers of Maiden. Mass., who
with his wife had been spending a few
lays' vacation at Ileadfleld, was drowned
Maranacook
Lake
while bathing in
Thursday afternoon. Mr. Rogers was
ibout 29 years of age, and had been married only about six months.

Ah yes, the people come and go. Wo
greet them with effusive joy. A few
short days and then they go, and with a
sadder smile. we bid them adieu, the
while the feeling unbidden comes, that
this may be the last.
and hips broken. The boy was also unconscious and his face was so severely
Andover.
cut that eighteen stitches were needed
8
after
Mrs. Henry Dunn died August
to close the wound. An examination,
a
leaves
She
a long and painful illness.
however, did not reveal any further into
two
and
son
one
daughters
husband,
juries. Mr. Bromley was taken to the
mourn her loss.' The funeral took place
hospital, where but slighc hopes are enat the house, Rev. Mr. Holden of the tertained for his recovory.

S

NORWAY,

Carriage Umbrellas

!

Just the thing for sun or rain.
I am selling a good, serviceable
38-inch umbrella for $2.00.

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5«sttohrVtucker
Ol Main St., Norway, Maine.

BUY A

shooting Frank Hagermann,
the business.
Hon. John M. Philbrook is in town at the power house of the company.
is a German about 33
buying calves and milch cows. Good Hagermann, who
aud a companion, were at
cows bring a fairly good price but aro years of age.
and we will pay your
Hanson's home. With them was Louise
quite plenty.
of the motorRev. Mr. Jackson occupied the Con- Hanson, aged 30, daughter
It is claimed the party had been
man.
gregational pulpit last Sunday.
drinking freely through the evening.
Denmark.
Hanson did not care to have his daughof the men and reMr. and Mrs. Lamont Foster of Boston ter in the company
her to go in thehouxeund orderquested
Jones.
Α.
Π.
of
Mrs.
are
guests
vacation.
from the promises. When
Mrs. Emma Warren of Portland, Me., ed the men
Mrs. A. J. nayes is keeping house for
te» leave the motorman fired
is visiting with her brother and sister in they refused
Mrs. I. F. Emmons in her absence.
One penetrattwo shots at Hagermann.
this place.
over the breastbone and
Mr. William Allen is again at the hos- ed the body just
Hiram.
the heart, the second merely
in Portland for an operation for lodged near
On August 8th the thermometer indi- pital
going through one arm. Hanson claimWe have a few left in stock
rupture.
cated 32 degrees.
was done in soif
Mrs. Fred S. Belcher of Lawrence, ed that the shooting
Eli C. Wadsworth has forty boarders
can
is
It
we wi«li ό sell.
thought Hagermann
who has been visiting with her defense.
at his cottages at Mountain View Farm, Mass.,
1
father here the past six weeks, has re- not live.
including a party at his rustic log cabin, turned to her home.
at Lane Pond.
John's Letter.
Mr. Frank C. Jewett spent the day
Mr. Ralph A. Wadsworth and wife of
ha! Good enough, my dear.
Ha,
in Portland.
Saturday
Hawaii are visiting the old homestead
You've got me tliffc time, sure. I dwe
at South Hiram. He is a son of the late
one.
I know of but one way to get
Falls Musical Festival.
Rumford
you
Ποη. Samuel D. Wadsworth, and brother
out of the hole into which you tripped
24
and
A
and
On
up.
Tuesday,
Monday
of Mr. Wallace D. Wadsworth.
Market
35
Square,
will be heard the me so cutely, and that is to go over and
Mt. Cutler Grange having added some 25, in Rumford Falls,
somoof that pudding of which
sample
festival
musical
ambitious
most
yet
MAINE.
a
SOUTH
PARIS,
fifty new members proposes to erect
Ray "the proof is in the eating." I
attempted, without doubt, this side of you
stable and dining room and kitchen.
was always a dear lover of pudding with
Mr. Charles E. Colo has sold his farm Portland.
is so appetizing and so tillO"
The Rumford Falls musical festival plums in it. It
to Mr. Frank P. Goodwin, and has rethat the pudding
chorus of fifty voices, having organized ing. Do I understand
moved to Cornish village.
of lion. G. D. Bisbee as and the proof await my coming'.' Answer
Rev. Millard H. Palmer, of Illinois, by the choice
of Louis- expected. Yes or no? Now don't "dodge
has been called as pastor of Hiram president, Osbourne McConathy
issue" as you claim that I
ville, secretary, Elisha Pratt of the Trust the point as
Congregational church.
Don't copy after me if you object
are arranging for did.
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim E. Hanson and Company, as treasurer,
musical programme, to the copy.
Rev. and Mrs. Η. II. Hoyt ontertained a most attractive
Only 30 years. The age is just right.
on Monday and
the Universalist circle on Thursday ι». which will bo given
and at an afternoon Keep as near 30 years as long as you can
m., at the commodious mansion and Tuesday evenings,
consistently. I mean to do so. Howon Tuesday.
grounds, and the very pleasant event performance which
ever, any age from 10 to 60 is just right
secured
have
been
artists
The
of
number
was enjoyed by a
large
has any part or lot in the
are among the best known vocalists in if sweetness
friends.
Mr. Fred- matter.
them
and
the
country,
among
was
thrown
F.
demons
Calvin
Mr.
Because
Of course it is not for a visitor to pick
bass is an
You had better buy it here.
from his mower last week, and broke erick Martin, of Boston, the
attraction of great note. Mr. Martin is and choose, but if it would not be conthe right style, the right make, the
will
his collar bone.
get
you
for
to bo the sidered presuming, we would choose
Mr. and Mrs. Cephas Wadsworth of spoken of as one destined
right quality, and the right price.
dessert one or more of those "substibass singer in the country.
Dorchester, Mass., are visiting his sister, greatest
been
made.
tutes" of which mention has
sothe
of
Sexton
Miss
Clara
Boston,
Mrs. Lusanna W. Hubbard.
in pleasing (Wonder what our fastidious critic
Mrs. Charles E. Hubbard of Glen prano soloist, has succeeded
whom there is no would say if he knew that this is being
than
Hale,
Philip
her
is
mother,
Elder, Kansas,
visiting
in our shirt waist. Immodest
more critical jndge in the musical world, written
Mrs. Lydia B. Mansfield.
said.
perhaps. I'ossibly vulgar.)
Rev. Millard H. Palmer of Illinois has it might almost be
When we have read the items from
Mrs. Bertha Cushing Childs, tho alto
commenced his labors as pastor of the
which we have moro or less
soloist, is well known thoughout Now the towns in
Hiram Congregational church.
not only because of her estab- acquaintances we turn to that long, long
On the evening of August 12th, Mr. England,
'Tie a good one. Of course we
as a church and concert story.
and Mrs. Eli C. Wadsworth and their lished position
second to none
in Boston, but because of her nu- know how it will end. Πβ will get her,
We have the Manhattan
thirty-five summer boarders observed singer
in principal musical and after running such a liery gauntlet
$2.00
and
the thirty-fifth anniversary of the mar- merous appearances
in
ever
live
will
after,
happy
they
probably
riage of their parente, Llewellyn A. festivals.
for
1.50
a
Also
do
to
so.
Mr. Clarence B. Shirley of New Yorlc, or ought
Wadsworth and wife. Tho parlors were
The Zadoc Long Free Library has
attracanother
but
is
soLoist
tenor
the
flowers.
decorated with ferns, vines and
proved to us a veritable mine of pleasure,
Prof. Charles S. Ilartwell of Brooklyn tion to this already well nigh perfect and
itinight be of protit if we could remade a fine address of congratulation, galaxy of artists.
We
for Bicycling, Tennis, Golf, or for Automobile.
As to the Boston Festival Orchestra member what we read over night.
to which Mr. Wadsworth replied. Mrs.
at these concerts, have just completed the Life of WashNewest Cloth and Latest Styles.
[lartwell presided at the organ, and the Club, which will appear
of
artistic concert organiza- ington Irving and have read several
boarders united in
singing various it is the most
did
he
that
I
apprehend
Of the orchestra, two his works.
favorite selections. Miss Pansy Su'her- tion in America.
and Mr. Webster, more to lift the literature of America to
land of Dorchester*ave a finerecitation. members, Mr. Davis
Furnisher,
a
higher plane than any other writer
of this state.
It was a very pleasant occasion, and aro natives
ME.
The local chorus, which will include living or dead.
SOUTH
PARIS,
Market
Square,
after partaking of ice cream and cake, at
31
The "Governor" brings sunshine with
the best voices in the towns of Rumford,
106 3.
a late hour the exercises closed by singTelephone
kind
that
the
comes—not
he
him
when
is
under
and
Buckfield.
Dixtield
ing Auld Lang Syne. This festive oc- Mexico, of
Prof. Osbourne McConathy j haymakers are calling for just now, but
casion has become an annual custom by the baton
is spending his the kind that warms the heart and
who
of
Louisville, Ky.,
many of the boarders who come to
Prof. McConathy makes a fellow feel good nattired, even
summer in Buckfield.
Mountain View Farm every year.
the natural sun.
has been connected with all the leading when clouds obscure
Entertainment at East Hebron Grange
musical organizations of Louisville, and
Fryeburg.
with the musical Ilall, Saturday evening, with ice croam
Mr Charles G; Willard spent Sunday, has been connected
the middle west, and trimmings, declamations and singall
festivals
through
Aug. 9, here.
foremost directors, both ing, and that is as far as our knowledge
Mrs. Kate Randall of Waltham is the being one of the
of vocal and orchestral associations, in of the program extends.
guest of Miss Hannah Osgood.
Rev. Mr. Abercrombie will occupy
tho country around KenMrs. Lyman Abbott of Brooklyn, N. the section of
the pulpit at the Baptist house Sunday
tucky.
Y., has been here for a few days.
in the place of Mr. Turner, who with
Special rates will be given on the rail- his
Mrs. Fred Fife has returned to her
family is having an outing at Norfestival.
this
for
roads,
home in Augusta.
John.
can be secured way Lake.
information
Additional
The Oxford is still filled with guests.
in another
advertisement
tho
reading
by
Dr Jordan caught an eel inLovewell's
Spider* Like Mnnlc.
section of this issue.
pond that measured 42 inches in longtb.
A violinist says spiders are notoriMr. Wm. G. Gerry and Miss Eloise
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The New England Conservatory of
SOUTH PARU, MS.
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair,
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
Sand. Ac.
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers & Pond pianos
were purchased.
Since then, as the conSOUTH PARIS, ME.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers Λ
Pond pianoe. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional Ivers <& Pond pianos, making
a total of 209.
Jeweler and Graduate
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

m

HOMEMAKERS* COLUMN.
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Connor, Oxford Democrat, Pari», Maine.

The Care of Straw Matting.
First of all, when the matting is purchased, see that it is sufficiently large
2. for the floor, so that it will not require

■

SqnarM.
I— 1. An extraordinary action.
3. A continent.
Freedom from pain.
4. Two or more horses harnessed toϋο. ·3β.—Word

gether.

II.—1. An excuse. 2. To jump. 3.
To relieve from pain. 4. Imitates, as
ape.

an
Wo.

23T—.lllestrated Outrai Acroatle

HILLS,

Optician.

L

From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

W. J.

South Paris, Oxford

County,

NORWAY, MAINE.

Me.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
"Il'HKRE.VS Albion B. Andrews, late of Paris
In the County of Oxford and State of
TV
Maine, by hie Mortgage Deed, dated Aug. 1st,
l>.
A.
1K74. and recorded In the Oxford Registry
of l>eeds, Book 171. Page 62, conveyed to the
South l'art* Savings Bank a certain parcel of
real estate situated In South l'art» Village, In «aid
Parle, bounded and described ae follows, to wit
Being the Hotel lot and stand, known as the Andrew House, and l>elng precisely the same tireink* described In the deed of James and Eliza
Deering to Win. H. Newhall, recorded In said
Pages 488 and 489. Excepting
Registry, Book
two small lots sold to Alva Shurtleff and Geo. P.
Whitney et al. Said mortgage was, on the twentieth day of March, A. D. IBM), assigned and
transferred to me.
Said assignment Is recorded in said Registry.
Book 245. Page 433. Whereas the condition of
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
by reason or the breach of the condition thereof
I claim a foreclosure of «aid mortgage.
Dated at said Norway the .'ûth day of July, A.

Λητοηο tending « "ketch aid description m··
qntckly wert.uii <<u> opiiimu free whether au
Invention ι» prohahlr patentable. Communlm•lonjMrtcttarconlhlcntl.il. 11.aid book on l'atout*
sent free. UideM agency fur securing patenta.
Patenta taken through Munn A Co. receive
without charvo. lu the
$ptruil

SckKtific Hmerkan

D. l'JUt.

A handeomely '.llnrtntted weekly. I-areeet circulation of anr noientItlo journal. Terms. $3 a
year; four month*, IL Sold by all newsdealer*.

JÎUNN & Co.3618™·'-' New York
Branch

I1
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IN SHOE FACTORY,

Several

EUGENE F. SMITH.

Heavy Team Horses.

flow, «36 V St. Washlutf ton, D. C.

Wheeler,
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Stomach, Bowels, Liver and
Kidney·. The More "L.P."
the L··· Sickness

No. 23M.-Added Syllabled.
; the air was fine;
We gained the
lc we discussed was wine.
The
The
The

in all we trace
A wondrous
et Into space.
That swung each
Tales of the
We ride the

"I have received such peat benefit from
the 'L. F. Atwood's Bitters that I want
to tell about It. 1 am positive that If
people would take mere of the True
'L. F.' for general debility and building
up of the system there would be less

NORWAY.

C'nesterulle, Me.

L

The True "L. F." U · Spring
Cleanser and Tonic.

System

I

J

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings si

Mil,

High G-ade Portrait Work

and all around;
He built the
The —et made a cheery sound.
—

with humor truo
on. full in view.

No. 231>»—A Burled Proverb.
I Five words.]
"Oh. youth, thou art a dream of bliss.
Too bright, too fair to last."

L

oft

scowl at

a

words.

7. A mistake.

No. 241.— Vauffrnra.
the sweetness of your soul,
Howe'er ·»··*··* your fortunes rolL
»«««»**«

No. 242.—lllddlciueree.
In cheerful, but never In glum;
In hover, but never In hum;
In ostrich, but never In wren;
In rooster, but never in hen;
In baljy, but never In child;
In peaceful, but never In mild:
In llghtnlnif. but never In heat;
In ptckle. hut never In beet.
Whole Is α game.
No. 213.—Separated Wordn.

chemical

Separate

a

Separate

au

fruit and a whip.

make

and

a

and have an
and η string or

L. M. TUFTS,

"Do you love your neighbor as yourself?"
"I love her better than myself, but
she loves the neighbor on the other
side more than she loves me."

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Ν. H.

The words described vary In length.
When they have been rightly guessed
and written one below another, the
central letters will spell the mime of a
noted statesman.
Crosswords: 1. One who scatters seed.
2. Intimate associates. 3. An article of
furniture. 4. An edible shellfish, 3. A
door fastening. 0. Following the exact

ornamental
cord.

Supplies.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

SALESMEN WANTED

application.

roughen

beguile;

and smile.

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Berlin,

car

No. 240.—Central Aeroatlc.

sickness and fewer doctor s bills. You
may use this statement If you see fit."
—James H. Burbank. Clerk ar.d Treasurer,

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

no more

cy

6. "lier beauty hangs upon tho cheek
of night.
Like a rich Jewel In an Ethlop's ear."

MASONIC BLOCK,
Connection.

glistened far above;
bright
ling sang a song of love.

3. 4. "A smile abroad Is
home."

Licensed Taxidermist,

on

word.—St. Nicholas.

2. "All work and no play
Makes Jack a dull boy."

r~-"L.F.·· Relieve·aedStrenftfcens—

J. WALDO NASH,

Catalogues sent

written one below another, the central letters, reading downward, will
βι*'11 the name of a poet who wrote
some beautiful verses about the daffoThe letters under number ten
dils.
an» to be rearranged so as to form a

1

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

Telephone

When the ten objects In the above
picture have been rightly guessed and

The favorite
Perched on the

South Paris, Me.

at once to

our

Interests

Salary or
In Oxford and adjacent counties.
commission. Address
OIL
COMPANY.
VICTOR
THE
Cleveland. Ohio

ointment

receptacle

Rather One Sided.

Key

to

the I'uzxler.

No. 225.—Diagonal: Apricots. 1. Ascended. 2. Appeared. 3. Heretics. 4.
Maximian. 5. Africans. G. Oklahoma.
7. Appetite. 8. Furnaces.
No. 22U.—Charade: Flame-in-go (fla-

mingo).

A LOW PRICE
—

OS

Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

—

Wool Carpets
to close out

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

South Paris.

odd patterns and clean
BUSINESS COLLEGE

LBWISTON, ΜΛΙΝΗ
to
Whon you cotiu· to think of going away
250
Business College sen»! fur OQr CAT ALOQ
Student» last year. : Eludant New Building

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon, Eastern Sleamstiip Company.
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,
E. ».

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

PORTLAND DIVISION.
To the Sm Coast and Interior It «aorta of
Κ·«

Kn|land.

ADDITIONAL SUNDAY SERVICE.

Commencing Monday, June S,

Franklin
1903, steamers leave
Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
Boston, daily, Sundays included, at
7 P. M.
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Portland,

Me.

No. 227.—I'uxzles: 1. Four cats. 2.
The number of letters spelling each
word. Thus eight contains five letters,
and twice fire are ten. Ten contains
three letter·; nine contains feur letters,
and so on.
No. 228.—Hourglass: Centrals—Taci
1. History. 2. Suave. 3. lee. 4
tus.
I. f>. Its. C. Taunt 7. Glisten.
No. 220.—Enigmatical Hivers: Illi-

nois. WInooskl.
No. 230.—Word Building: 1. W. 2.
We. 3. Wed. 4. Weed. 3. Swede. 6.
Sweden.
No. 231.—Fairy Tales: 1. The White
Cat 2. Sleeping Beauty. 3. Blue Beard.
4. Tom Thumb. 5. Jack the Giant Killer
7. The
0. Little Ited Riding Hood.
Ugly Duckling. 8. Jack and the Bean

stalk.
No. 23U.—Geographical Γ uzzies: Ha
lem. Toledo.
No. 233.—Triangles:
II. KIPLING
Ldktroit
ERRANT

INHERE

TRITE

PHASE

KATE

LEST

ONE

I

1 Τ

Ν Ε

R

Τ

Ο

Ε

1.
No. 234.—False Comparatives :
2. Let. letter. 3. Lad.
Tost, poster.
ladder.
No. 235.—Additions: Cora l. Fee-1.

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l. Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
Also Window & Door Frames. Manager.
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
General offices Foster's Wharf, fails to cure. E. W. Grove's signature
Outside work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
on each box.
25c.
Boston, Mass.
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.
School
Teacher—"How many
Sunday
Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
commandments are there, Willie?"
Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

1 will furnish DOOKS an·! WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Matched

E.

W.

West Sumner.

Willie—"Ten."

Sunday School Teacher—"And suppose you were to break one of them?"
Willie—"Then there'd only be nine."

CHANDLER,
.....

Main*.

Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine free
from poisons and will cure any case of
kidney disease that is not beyond the
reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleff &
Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Livery Slock lor Sale !

20

horses, two-seated

buggies, 4
carriages (open),
10

top

carriages,

surries, 4 bicycle
1 nice three seated

wagon, harness, whips, robes,
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, dean livery
ness.
stock and excellent opening. No
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
etc.

Home Telephone Call. 1034.
Andrews House Stable Call, 108-14.

Black Stallion,

DECORATE,
By

"Every
Dare

Inch

Devil,

a

King."

record

3:09.
Dam, Jewel, dam of Lord March,
2:11 1-3» and Point Dexter, 2 :ai 1-2.
Send for circular.

W. J
South Paria,

Wheeler,

PAMID

HOOFING

THE

HAS

CALL.

U. 8. Government recently ordered
1 iou.ooo square feet for shipment to Manila.
The subscriber· baye sold over 28,000 feet,
the month of June.
IOjOiiO feet during
The one-ply which ouata ti tt per square la
warranted ten years, and the two-ply fifteen
The

years.
We have subjected It to some very severe testa
with moat excellent results.
We also have the Hspoaiat Bad Ropa
Raola·, manufactured by the same company.
This makes a very low priced roof which will
last five «ears or more. Samples etc. free on ap-

plication.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Ageats.

«ΟΓΤΗ PARK·.

"«AIM

We Do all Kind· of....
Maine

the slightest stretching to make it fit. If
it is a thin, rice matting, have the stripe
sewed together, just as the widths of a
carpet are joined, and the edges turned tion ever einoe he was born. I have had
in for three or four inches all around. the best doctors in Nashville, but they
Other matting should be laid in strips. failed to do him any good. After using
Ordinary tacks are worse than useless one bottle of Kodol he is a well baby. I
for fastening matting to the floor; a kind recommend it to all sufferers." Kodol
of double tack is made for this purpose, digests what you eat and makes the
and is the only kind that will hold the stomach sweet. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
matting, and not tear out the fiber. If & Co.
possible it is best to lay the matting
Ernie—"Is Mabel such a crank on the
while the room is otherwise empty.
With every kind of floor covering the subject of microbes?" Emily—"I should
man kiss
lining has mnch to do with its wearing say so. Why, she won't let a
qualities, and as good a lining should be her unless he's had his moustache
used for straw matting as for the best sterilized."
carpet that is made. Several layers of
A
newspaper may be used. They make
Dr. Geo. Ewing, a practicing physician
of lifting the matting much
the^ (ask
easier, and keep away moths and carpet of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over thirty
bugs. If rugs are used over the matting, years, writes his personal experienceI
keep a constant lookout for buffalo with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years
bugs, for straw matting is said to be the had been greatly bothered with kidney
best kind of a home for these creatures. and bladder trouble and enlarged prosA layer of straw, covered with a layer tate gland. I used everything known
of newspaper, makes an excellent lining to the profession without relief, until I
for straw matting that is to be left on commenced to use Foley's Kidney Cure.
the floor throughout the winter. It is After taking throe bottles I was entirely
not only warm, but lengthens the term relieved and cured. I prescribe it now
of usefulness by keeping the boards in daily in my practice and heartily recomthe floor from marking the matting; a mend its use to all physicians for such
mark from a crack between boards soon troubles. I have prescribed it in hundevelops into a shabby place, which is dreds of cases with perfoct success."
likely to become broken in a very short F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
time.
When matting is used in a bedroom, it
Customer—"You remember you sold
should bo protected from the heavier
You said you
furniture by small pads, made of leather, me this coat yesterday?
the money if it wasn't
cut from the tops of old shoes, or of would return
dear
several thicknesses of pasteboard, cover- satisfactory." Clothier—"But, my
I nefer had
ed with pieces of the chintz or other ma- sir, it vos quite satisfactory;
dot in all my life."
terial with which the room is furnished. better money dan
These can be slipped beneath the casters
THE NAME.
IS
DEWITT
of the bed, chiffonier, and dresser, and
to buy Witch Hazol
When
go
you
of
of
the
underneath
supports any piece
DeWitt on every
furniture sufficiently heavy to wear Salve look for the name
The pure, unadulterated Witch
The box.
the matting.
or
mark
through,
DeWitt's Witch
furniture shops keep little holders for Hazel is used in making
is the best salve in
this purpose, but the homemade ones Hazel Salvo, which
the world for cuts, burns, bruises, boils,
answer every purpose.
The popularity of
eczema and piles.
Many housekeepers sweep matting
duo to its
much as they do a carpet or rug, and DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve,
worthfail to realize that this one thing will many cures, has caused numerous
on the
make the matting shabby much more less counterfeits to be placed
market. The genuine bears the name of
quickly than a month of service. The E.
C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. Sold by
for
is
too
harsh
broom
matting,
ordinary
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
and its use will soon break or

PHYSICIAN_HEALED.

inoxion

WHEELER, Agent,

SAVE THE CHILDREN.
of every one hundred
disease* that children have are due to
disorders of the stomach, and these disorders are all caused by indigestion.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is just as good for
ohildren as it is for adults. Children
thrive on it. It keeps their little stomachs sweet and encourages their growth
and development. Mrs. Henry Carter,
705 Central Street, Nashville, Tenn.,
says: "My little boy is now three years
old and has been suffering from indiges-

Ninety-seven

JOB PRINTING.
tn««tk
Itwinnil Α
αl ΓαΑμ
AXWOOQ
roTDM, cKHJin Wil·

the fiber. A soft brush may be purchased for sweeping matting, or a cover
of outing flannel made for a common
broom, and washed each time it is used.
This cover should bo made with tapes
that tie it securely to the broom, and
permit it to be removed easily when the
sweeping is over. This same covering,
or one like it, will be found better than
any kind of broom or brush for removing
the dust from a painted or oiled floor,
or one of hardwood.
Often the figure or pattern will fade
from straw matting long beforo it is
worn out, or a white matting will beTo remedy the latter,
come discolored.
wash the entire matting with strong soda
water. This will turn the straw a deep
creamy yellow, which, although it is
hardly as pretty .as the white, is more to
be preferred than a kind of variegated
Moor covering, which appears dingy and
soiled. The faded figures can be renewed by the application of a little dye, and
the process is so very simple that any
housekeeper can do the work herself,
provided she has sufficient time to devote
to it.
If the design is a large, bold
figure, prepare the dye according to
directions on the package, and apply it
carefully to the matting, following the
outline of the design, which can be
marked in with a soft lead pencil before
commencing the work if it is not clearly
defined. For a finely traced design and
a small figure, use a fine brush, and select a portion of the matting which is
not in sight for the first attempt.
Stains of all kinds should be removed
from matting as soon as they are discovered, for if they are neglected, the
dust collects on the surface, and in a
a very short time it becomes almost impossible to remove them without leaving a trace.
For grease spots, try several pieces of
clean blotting paper and a warm flatiron; do not have the iron too hot, or
the grease will spread into the matting
Shift
as soon as it melts under the iron.
the blotting paper frequently, so that it
will absorb all the grease possible as
quickly as it is melted. Washing the
matting occasionally with strong salt
and water will strengthen the fiber, and
remove nearly all ordinary stains; for
those which prove obstinate, a paste of
starch and water, or Fuller's earth mixed
with water, is usually effective; apply
to the spot, and leave for several hours
or over night, and then brush up with a
stiff whisk broom; if any of the stain
still remains, repeat the treatment until
it disappears.
When sweeping or washing straw matting, one should always follow the
weave, drawing the brush or cloth across
the widths, instead of lengthwise, so as
not to break the fibers. When the straw
or fiber once begins to fray and break,
the matting soon becomes shabby, and
nothing will do this so quickly as sweeping against the weave.
Matting is not intended for rough
usage and severe wear, and when it is
used in a room where it is likely to receive severe treatment, it should be protected in the places most exposed by
rugs which are of a size that will permit
them to be lifted out-of-doors frequently
to be cleaned,
while the matting is
washed or brushed.
A floor treated in this way leaves
nothing to be desired for a bed chamber,
or sick room, for it can always be made
wholesome in a short time without raising a cloud of dust.—Home Science

Magazine.
The

Business

woman's

uress.

The business woman should always
dress like one, and the women behind
the counter in a New York store having
exclusively carriage trade can well serve
as modèle, since some of them have retained their position for years. Possibly
the first impression of the shopper from
the interior is the noticeable absence of
jewelry, ûeyond a single very modest
ring and quiet shirt-waist buttons, the
New York business women wears no
jewelry during business hours. Neither
is her hair "done up" in the latest downdrooping pompadour or with neck curl;
for, while arranged in the prevailing
mode, she does not affect the ultrafashionable that few devotees of society
And becoming. The well-bred business
woman does not wear a collarless shirt
waist, for the day is never so warm that
she forgets her appearance in public,
aud the thoughtless one who might suggest that she turn down the neckband,
as her cousin Mamie in Jayville does,
would receive a contemptuous glance
and be apt to hear some reference to the
Bowery. The shirt waist itself will be
in the latest style, and if not white linen
(or black silk) will be such a quiet coloring and pattern the only impression will
be its suitability and good taste. It certainly will not have elbow sleeves. Her
mohair skirt just clears the floor and
her shoes do not have French heels.
One often feels impelled to speak in all
kindness to the pretty young girls who
clerk in small towns, suggesting to them
the glaring impropriety of their dress
and imploring them to leave off the laceand-ribbon bedecked corset cover, filmy,

Experience. Miss Dovey—"We
girls are just wild about Victor Pretty."
Mrs. Bllntliair.—"Now, I simply can't
endure him. I like strong, stern-browed
"Gracious,
men of indomitable will."
what for?" "They are so easy to manFrom

age."

POTENT PILL PLEASURE.
The pills that are potent In their
action and pleasant in effect are DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. W. S. Philpot of
Albany, Ga., says, "During a bilious attack I took one. Small as It was it did
me more good than calomel, blue-mass
or any other pills I over took, and at the
Litsame time it affected me pleasantly.
tle Early Risers are certainly an ideal
pill." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
"You must not imagine." she said,
"that I would be willing to sit out here
alone with you if you were not so big
and strong, and able to pick me up in
your arms as if I were a mere child—in
Then becase anything happened."
cause nothing happened she told her
friends he was dull-witted and probably
had a soul like a withered lemon.
EAT ALL YOU WANT.

Persons troubled with indigestion or
dyspepsia can eat all they want if they
will take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. This
remedy prepares the stomach for the reception, retention, digestion and assimilation of all of the wholesome food that
may be eaten and enables the digestive
the
organs to transform the same into
kind of blood that gives health and
strength. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Ethel—"What do you think of this
Aunt nannah—
landscape, aunty?"
"Well-er-I don't think so much of the
trees, but that grapevine is pretty good."
Ethel—"Grapevine? Why, dear, that is
the artist's

signature."

Important to Mother*.
fff·tfne carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
•stfe&xid sara remedy for infante and children,
nd see thai it
Bears the

Signature of

la Use For Over 30 Yeara,
Hie Kind Ton Bat· Always Booftat
lies

Penitence

empty stomach.

most

heavily

on

«in

"Archibald," exclaimed the storn
mother, "if you went to Sunday school
how is

it

I

find

sand in your hair?"

"Why, ma," responded the boy who had
been swimming, "they had a lesson on
the great Sahara desert and sprinkled
sand around to give you an idea.1'
CONSUMPTION THREATENED.
"I was troubled with a hacking cough

for year and I thought I had consumption," says C. Unger, 211 Maple St.,
Champaign, 111. "I tried a great many
remedies and I was under the care of
physicians for several months. I used
It
one bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar.
cured me, and I have not been troubled
since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
a

"Whose little boy
asked the old gent.
you could find out,"
"How so, my son?"
or

might

you

boy.

is this, I wonder?"
"Thero is two ways
said the small boy.
"You might guess,
inquire," replied the email

FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.
Will cure

Will

cure

Bright's

Disease.

Diabetes.

Will cure Stone in Bladder.
cure
Will
Kidney and Bladder
Diseases. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Orin
Paris.
Stevens, Oxford.
"I don't suppose he meant anything
unkind," said the young woman, "but it

a
startling coincidence."
very
"What do you mean?" "Just before
Harold and I got married his friends
persuaded him to join a 'don't worry'
club."
was

I axative Rromo Quinine

«CoMInOneDey, Grfpln 2 Day·

Forgotten, but not Lost.

certainly

duced this

season.

Tragedian W'u · Star
Money Maker.
the
A retired theater manager said
jther dny: "It Is not generally known
!hnt Edwin Booth received SO per cent
Γ lie Famous

Played

jf the gross receipts of his performof
ip.cee while under the mnnagemcnt
Messrs. Brooks à Dixon. There never
who could
was η star on the stage
to a
Jraw the money that Booth could
theater. There were no spasms about
bis business. It was as steady as Gibraltar. We could bank on it Out of
their half of the receipts Brooke à

Out.

Dixon paid the r?nt for theaters, paid
railthe salaries of the company, the
rond and hotel bills and the advertl»·
and made
tag throughout the country
with
big proflls, which they shared
inHorace McVicker, to whom Booth
truded Ills affairs at the start and who
nftenvard associated himself with

it

my
reason for it do you suppose I'd be
mad as I am?"
And she broke loose again.

good
as

QUICK

ReIjEF

has been
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which
of
the
borne
signature
has
In nee for over 30 years,
and has been made under hie per-

infancy.
supervision
feonal
f-CMCAWi Allow no one to deceive you In this.
since its

That "played eut"—"done np" feel*
la? makes life miserable for every
sufferer from Kidney ills, backaches,
headaches and urinary troubles, pain-

Brooks & Dixon.
"Booth's agreement with Henry E.
of
Abbey was this: After all expenses
Booth got
every description were paid
8Γ» [x>r cent ·η.η<1 Abbey 15. Booth l°st
week In Philadelphia owing to the

a

death of his wife. The company was
we had
put in there without him, and
to Indemnify the local manager. Our
loss that week was $4,000. Deducting
were
thn.t. Abbey's profits on the season
I do not know any star, save
ever commanded Π0 per
cent of the gross receipts."—New York
Press.
00.

Booth, who

Where Bl<M>d Tell·.

It was in one of the farming districts
of»New England. The young folks had
banded themselves together for monthand
ly jollifications during the winter
were about to celebrate the last dance
of the season as well as a couple of
engagements which had resulted from
the assemblies. Ben Hawkins, the local Pagnniui, and ills Stradivarius had
been engaged to lead them through the
mazes of the country dance, and all
were looking forward to the "time of

Doan's
Kidney Pills

dancing

dle appeared on the scene.
Great astonishment and many questions gr eted the old man. but he calmly slipped his fiddle out of Its green
bag and ::s t»v meditatively rubbed the
rosin (.n the bow said:
"Waal, yes; Maria's gone; died this
afternoon. But 1 reckon 'tain't no sin
for me to play for you tonight, seein'
she wa'n't no blood relation."—Phila-

What is CASTORIA

•

PareGastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
Syrups.
and
Soothing
Drops
goric,
other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
Worm*
It
destroys
substance. Its age is its guarantee.
curcs Diarrhoea and Wind
It
Feverisliness.
and allays
cures Constipation
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles,
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
and natural sleep.
healthy
and
Bowels,
giving
Stomach
Friend.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's

remove
new life and activity,
from
the pain and cure the cause,
diato
dangerous
backache

bring

common

betes.
Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson, snllmaker on "I constreet, Portniouth. N. H.. nays:
affected ino
which
cold
bad
α
very
tracted
of the
In the loins and In the upper part
lameness, somo
chest, causing distressing
stiffened
urinary difficulty and 1 was quite
read considerable about
up. As I had
Phllbrlck's
Doan's Kidney Pills I went to
the
α box. They went to
nad
got
pharmacy
but
use
part of
Bitot at once, and I did not
over my trouble.
was
I
before
quite
box
the
a friend,
I gave the balance of my box to
aland there was plenty to cure him,
though neither of us are very lightweights.
experience
from
my
personal
I am prepared
to highly
and from their effects on others You
can
recommend I>oan's Kidney Pills.
refer to me."
cents. Foe»
For sale by all druggists; 50
ter-Mllburn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES !

&

*43 Plain fit., South
Mall ontcre

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
new von λ city.
Tmc ccntau* company, tt mumrav stucct.

NAXIifl,

P.

W.

their life."

But death inconsiderately claimed
Mrs. Hawkins for his own on the afternoon of the eventful party. The young
bepeople gathered as arranged, but
moaned the absence of Old Ben, and
for the
games were being substituted
wh<n, lo, Hawkins and his fid-

"
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
health
of
the
and
endanger
Experiments that trifle with
Experiment.
against
and
Children—Experience
Infants

annoying.

ful and

Parix, H"

promptly filled.

WeaK

Hearts

indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
hundred people who have heart trouble
remember when It was simple indiges-

Are due to
one
can

tion.

It Is a scientific fact that all cases of

heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of indigestion. All food taken into the stomach
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
delphia Ledger.
swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action oi
Yet !lv Luvcd tin» Sea.
the heart, and in the course of time that
It is said that Bryan Waller Procter, delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Kauble, of Nevada. 0., says: I had stomach
known as Barry Cornwall, who wrote
as
troubla
I had heart
vu In a bad state
«rith It 1 took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about fotf
me.
It
cured
months and

trouble and

the well known poem—

I'm o:i tho r,ca! I'm on the sea!
I am where I woulJ ever be!—

When
we road that he was so seasick that he
could scarcely lte;.r the sound of a human voice it becomes apparent that his
was

the very worst of sailors.

wife's conduct during Ids ailliction
could scarcely have been reassuring.
As he lay on the deck of a channel
boat, covered with shawls and a tarpaulin, she ha*l the pleasing habit of
humming a strain of his jovial sea
but
son.,'. The poet who loved the sea,
loved it best at a distance, had very lit-

Kodol Digests What You Eel
and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottles onlr. $1.00 Size holding 2% tiras· the trU
■Ue, which sells for 50c.
Prepared by E. O. DeWITT * 00., OHIOAOO
Sold

DO YOU WANT STEADY

by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

We want men over all New England to
work for lis selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

tle lilie Just then, but what force he had
was used In the entreaty:
•"Don't, my dear! Oil, don'tl"
Yet no doubt he loved the sea.

Me
HOMER N, CHA'E & CO., Auburn,Street.
99 A. Main

Mention till» paper.

A Itude Awakening.

Tli* Centerview (Mo.) Itecord tells of
a young man who had been writing a
girl in Minneapolis for three years, Intending some duy to ask her to marry
him. The other day he received a letter

and

a

MOST
LIBERAL
OFFER
OF
THE

picture from her. The letter

announced that she had been married
two years, and the picture was of her
baby. "My husband and I have enjoyed your letters very much," she
wrote, "but I guess you'd better stop
writing now, us I have to spend all my
time curing for the baby." The Record
used
says the words the young man
after reading the letter would shock a
field of oats.

LlRhtnliiR Prnnkn.
"The most beautiful display of lightning or atmospheric electric currents
which it was my good fortune to witness," says a resident of Quebec, "was
out on the Beauport flats, near Quebec,
when two electrically laden clouds, as
though two trees, their heads toward
each other and their longer branches
Interwoven, kept on for more than ten
uiiuutes, interchanging horizontal flash
es of beautifully colored fire, not ono
of which ever reached the earth, while
occasionally a flash would shoot up
ward as if toward some cloud in that

directum."

YEAR.
THE VITAL NECESSITY
Is

no

Bold Papers One Year for Only $2.00.

the nerve to light long anil hard.
While they will expend a good
deal of cash and energy In mak-

ing

a

is a national illustrated agricnltur.il weekly for farmer*
and their families, and stands at the head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper fur practical farmer*,
tli»·
helping tlieni to secure the largest possible profit from
farm through practical méthode.
t<>
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
reThe regular price is $1.00 per year, but we will
ceive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

other one thing
with which I have so much trouble as this lack of persistency
They lack
among advertisers.
There

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

Send your order ami money to The Oxford Democrat,

South I'aris, Maine.

single plunge, they will

Your name and address on a postal card to THi:
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will
bring you free sample copy.

grow tired If called upon to expend the same amount through
a campaign of six months.

The New-York

Snake*.

Mr. Itolker in McClure's robs us of
some
misconceptions as to snakes.
When a snake is decapitated it is dead.
The tail will remain sensitive for some
hours without reference to sundown.
The rattlesnake does not suicide by biting itself. No snake is susceptible to
the poison of its own kind. That the
black snake will swallow its young in
time of danger is true, and they are
then digested, making the mother a
cannibal of the worst sort
Hope·.
Tess—It was Dr. Killiam who attended the late Mr. Oldgold. wasn't it?
Jess—Yes. He was called in only a
few days before the old gentleman
died. Why do you ask?
Tess—Old Mr. Itoxley was taken
slightly ill yesterday and his young
wife sent for Dr. Ivllliam at once.—
Philadelphia Press.
Experiment.
"You see," said Corntossel, "a phrenologist once told us that our boy Josh
An

hud

a

vphlll road all the war·
not try to apart.

Do

For a little way it goes easy,
and you get over the ground fast,
but the goal seems all the far-

ther away when the nervous energy In that spurt is spent. There

but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.

are

The rest

never

learned that

persistency In adverttalnar
Is the one vital neceaalty.

They Jumped into advertising

without preparation In the way
of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from

wasting H. They failed to conelder that the creation of trade
through advertising was a long

process.—Inland

Printer.

use
merchants
Successful
columns persistently.

our

remarkable head."

"So you sent him to college?"
"Yes. Now we're waiting to seo
whether his head is goln' to tum out to
be a congenial residence fur brains of
jes' a garden fur football hair.—

"My dear," said Mr. Pewnybub, vent- Washington Star.
uring to put in a word as she paused for
Did the Deat She Coalil.
breath, "may I ask what you are scoldMrs. Uppmann—I must tell you, Deing about?"
"I can't remember it just now," re- lia, that I was displeased at your enplied his irate spouse. "You've driven tertaining that policeman in the kitchhead. But if I hadn't a
out of

FOR ASTHMA SUFFERERS.
She—"What is that big iron thing
full of holes?"
Foley's Honey and Tar affords imHe—"That is a locomotive boiler." low-necked waist, numerous bracelets, mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
She—"Indeed ! But why do they have lockets, brooches, and stick pins till worst stages and if taken in time will
to boil locomotives?"
evening. The desire manifested for effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff à Co.,
He—"Oh, to make them tender, I diamond rings by typewriter operators South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
amounts almost to a mania, yet no man
suppose."
of good breeding or taste admires a
Fond mother—"Are you not somewhat
Foley's Kidney Cure will cure all woman whose jeweled fingers pound out astonished at my daughter's singingI"
diseases arising from disordered kidneys hard business facts. If the ring is from Professor—"I certainly am. But then
or bladder.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co., the "one and only," wear it in a chamois she is young yet."
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
pocket over you r heart, under your dress
STOPS THE COUGH
—it is much more romantic and in inAND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
First Boy—'"And because you couldn't finitely better taste.—The Pilgrim.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
ând a peony to pay the fare, did the conNotions.
a cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
ductor make you get off the omnibus
and walk?" Second Boy—"No; he only
Plum color, ruby and poppy shades Price 26 cents.
made me get off. I could have sat in the are fashionable for millinery use.
"I suppose your engagement to the
road if I'd wanted to."
The way a veil is pinned on a bat may
millionairess is still a secret?" "Yes,
ruin an otherwise stylish toilet.
my most intimate creditors kflow
Many persons in this community are
Mushroom-sbaped bats protect the only
of it."
from
most
from
the
suffering
acceptably.
kidney complaint who eyes
glare
could avoid fatal results by
Leather fobs with metal coin purse for
using Foley's
"I had diabetes in its worst form,"
Kidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., a pendant represent an attractive novelty. writes Marlon Lee of Dunreath, Ind. "I
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
To the list of millinery trimmings has tried
eight physicians withont relief.
lately been added straw grapes and Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney
Charley—"Young Biddley seems to other fruits.
Cure made me a well man." F. A.
think the girls are crazy after him."
As tops for hat or stick pins rough Shurtleff &
Co., South Paris. Orin SteFlo—"Well the ones who are after him. nuggets of tnrquoise have been introvens, Oxford.
must

be crazy."

300TH'S DRAWING POWERS.

last night.
Delia—Faith. Ol did ax him Into the
parlor, ma'am, but he wouldn't go.—
en

Philadelphia Ledger.

downward.—Chicago Record-Herald.

AS
GOOD
AS
A.

DAILY

Tri-Weekly Tribune
is a

PéihIi*

a

to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have n«.C
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
TRIBUNE is

your

own

only

favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Both Papers One Year tor $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

as
newspaper for busy people, almost
daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei

metropolitan

good as
brings it

Send your order and monoy to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a froe

sample

QUAKER

copy.

RANGE

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

hand instruments.

Kramlnar an Eicane.
Little Boy—please. Mrs. Grumpy,
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
mother wants to know If you will lend
case, Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new
her your wii^htub.
Mrs. Grumpy (gruffly)—No, I can't. forties.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
Tli? hoops are off. the bottom's out and
new, for 8900, worth 9250.
It's full of water.—Glasgow Times.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
Her Method.
walnut case, for $930, worth $300.
Stella—So she married him to reform
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumhim? IIow did she begin?
ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
Bella—By spending a lot of money. great trade.
You know how hard It is for a rich
One second band Estey organ at South
man to enter the kingdom of heaven.—
Paris, almost new, for
Harper's Bazar.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
itope, in nice condition, for $4d
For
Worry·
A Cmnae
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
A man may go along fur fifty yean octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
herean' not be worried much about de
that cost 1126, for |69.
after. but de mlnit de barber finds a
One second band square piano, a nice
bald spot on his head he's got a burden >ne, for 9119, worth $140.
to carry fur de rest of his days.·—De8END FOR CATALOGUES.
troit Free Press.
The son of the self made man generally begins at the top and work!

ALMOST

1

W. J. Wheeler,
BILL·uvea BLOCK,

loath Parle»

Malae.

The

QUAKER

to

on

in the
MODEL are easy

nickel

remove

as

rails

they

without bolts.
50 cts.

Down ,nd

are

50 cts.. w..k.«

Variety Store, Norway.

put

